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ANNUAl JEDEDIAH SMITH
SOCIETY RENDEZVOUS
SEPTEMBER 22, 1973
AT THE PONY EXPRESS MUSUEM IN SAN RAFAEL
Beginning at 10 a.m. refreshm ents will be available, and guests
will have the rare privilege of touring the famous Pony Express
museum, with Mrs. \Vaddell Smith as hostess. The Museum contains a fine collection of rare Pony Express and Western History
artifacts collected over a period of forty years by Waddell Smith.
Following a 12:30 catered lunch, the well known author and
Curator of the Sutro Library, Mr. Richard Dillon, will speak on
"Jedediah Smith's Last Stand," the story of Jed's final encounter
with the Comanche Indians on the Cimarron River. Mr. Dillon,
not satisfied with existing information on the location of Jed
Smith's death, went back to the area for more extensive research,
and came up with a new location! He will recount his exciting
story of research and discovery for us. This information has not
yet b een published.
The meeting will conclude with the presentation of the Annual
Eager Beaver and Best Costume Awards.
Copies of the recently published Monograph Number Two of the
Pacific Center for Western Historical Studies, JEDEDIAH
STRONG SMITH, FUR TRADER FROM OHIO, will be available
at the Rendezvous. vVe have invited the author, Mr. D. vV. Garber,
to be our guest and autograph copies of his book, which contains much original research about Smith's Ohio background.
We look forward to seeing you at the Annual Jedecliah Smith Society Rendezvous!
R. CoKE \Vooo
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~------------------------~---------Please reserve ___, ____________________ places at .5.00 per person ( 4.00 buffet
lunch and 1.00 registration fee ), for the

Jedediah

Smith Society

Fall Rendezvous on September 22, 197:3.
NAME

STREET

CITY, STATE, ZIP

D eadline for registration is September 14, 1973!
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ROVING MOCCASIN
(A Song of Jedediah Strong Smith)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

saw the land between the oceans stretch away without name.
followed it where it went, giving names. It became mine.
heard the ground tremble with the weight of running buffalo.
made the acquaintance of silent prairies and cautious tribes.
battled Arikaras and winte!:ed in the smoke lodges of the Crow.
heard them sing of mountains touched only by clouds.
heard them sing of forests where none had broken trail.
went in search of them. I went through. I left my track.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

crossed the frozen Rockies, shivering in buffalo robes.
crossed the white sand of waterless alkali deserts.
went boldly but circumspectly, making the best of severities.
threaded narrow canyons where rose the big wind-chaffed rocks.
drove horses through herding waves on the far Pacific beaches
navigated the crooked, boulder-strewn, uncharted Colorado.
shot rapids. I sotinded caverns. I plumbed the sun.
was the moving target of arrow, bullet, club, and spear.

I was the feast board of mosquitoes, hostage of hostile governors,
Inspiration to n1en who lacked paths or faith, legend in my passage.
The bones of my comrades lay unburied by Mojave and Umpqua:
I 1·ead the wilderness elegies and moved on where I had to go.
A family depended on me. A nation depended on me.
I had no time for pity or rest. I am pioneering still.
I left my own bones with the Comanches along the Santa Fe:
The wind is my epitaph. The land is my monument.
I opened paths and promises for Americans to follow
From Missouri to Pacific, from California to Columbia.
I left visions wider than horizons
From St. Louis to the sun's farthest cast,
From Mojave to the moons beyond telescopes.
Americans put on my moccasins and went roving,
Tireless, wrestling bears, outlasting fevers,
Confident, abiding storms, surviving treacheries.
Americans put on my moccasins and went westering,
Impatient to find the passes, ravines, rivers, planets,
Youthful and starry and sinewy as my middle name.
I knew they would. I showed them the way.
What can stop moccasin rovers? Not fences or light years.
We clear the camp. We inquire what mountains there be
Behind mountains we see, what forests beyond visible forests,
\Vhat the sight of frontiers unseen. \Vc arc going on.

- H ou;ard Lachtman
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LIBRARIES AND MUSEUMS IN
EMERGENT SAN FRANCISCO:
A NOTE ON THE PURSUIT OF CULTURE
IN THE URBAN FAR WEST
BRADFORD LUCKINGHAM

Arizona State University
Emergent San Francisco was a "fast city" in many ways. Historians have noted time and again the so-called "Jungle thesis,"
the standard story of the early city as a chaotic den of unrelieved
evil. Yet there was another dimension as well; the pursuit of culture as expressed in the institutions of older cities to the east.
Many San Franciscans with a stake in the future of the community wanted to project a good image. It was important in their
mind that their city contain libraries and museums as well as
gambling houses and brothels. Above all, it indicated a sense of
arrival, a feeling of cultural awareness similar to the tone of
older urban centers.
The role of the San Francisco merchant for example, was to
be justified not solely on the ground that he was materially useful, but also because he was an agent of a more general culture
that resided outside business itself. The ideal involved the businessman as a civilized man and a civilizing agent, and one way
he could express this image was to promote and support cultural institutions. In San Francisco he demonstrated his awareness
by building the San Francisco Mercantile Library Association into
the best institution of its kind in the Far West.
The idea for such an institution was introduced in December,
1852, and the Association was incorporated in January, 1853.
The motives of the founders, merchants and merchant clerks, were
made public in an announcement published in the local press. It
was noted that in other cities - Boston, New York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Louis - mercantile library
associations were beneficial, and in San Francisco, where there
were so many young men far from the restraining influences of
home and family, it was felt that there were even stronger 1:easons
for supporting such an institution. The notice stressed the estimable aims of a library association as being the cultivation and
dissemination of knowledge and the provision of a meeting place
free from the temptations of vice. Joseph G. Crockett, an early
promoter of the institution, put it this way :
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We indulge the confident belief that a well conducted Mercantile Library
Association in San Francisco would do much to counteract the pernicious influence of prevalent vices. It would cultivate a taste for literature, by furnishing books suited to every capacity. It would stimulate a generous rivalry
in mental culture, by rendering it the fashion to read and converse on literary
topics. It would in some degree supply the place of those gentle home influences which gather around the domestic hearth and are so potent for good.
The reading room would become a place of the most agreeable reunions,
and would make us better acquainted with each other, and thus most efficiently promote a friendly and social intercourse. In this way it would tend
to promote harmony, strengthen virtuous resolutions, disseminate knowledge,
discourage vice, cultivate a taste for literature, and in all respects elevate the
standard of public morals. These are surely sufficient reasons why every good
·
citizen should embark with zeal in the enterprise.l

It was also felt that in a city that was already considered the
"Emporium of the Pacific Coast," the citizens should cultivate
the treasures of the mind and the amenities of cultural life as
well as the pursuit of business and the accumulation of wealth.
As Crockett declared, "those to whom California has yielded its
gold with a lavish hand, cannot better evince their gratitude than
by devoting a portion of it to such noble purposes as these.":!
Fl'om the beginning the Association served San Francisco well.
Members were "deeply impressed with the importance of affording the means of such intellectual and moral instruction as experience had taught them to believe was derived from such institutions
in the Eastern cities." The library, noted a local editor, was "a
first-rate standard one, there being little trash in the collection."
At the close of 1853 the library contained over three-thousand
volumes, among them works on religion, law, government, commerce, science, the arts, philosophy, history, biography, travel and
literature. As one member put it, "the aim and object of oui' institution is to place within the reach of our fellow citizens the
means of acquiring useful information, of elevating their · intellectual and moral quantities." And considering the future, the "education of young men destined to become merchants, or in any
manner connected with commercial pursuits," was a subject which
commanded the "first attention" of the Association. "It is through
them, our successors," declared a member, "that civilization, with
its attendant l;:>lessings, will be carried upon the wings of
commerce."3
The success of the Association was gratifying. Within a short
time the rooms of the library were "well filled with members
every evening, quite respectful, and attentive, giving their time
and attention to the cultivation of their intellectual faculties." The
response, it was felt, "would be creditable in any Eastern city of
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equal size." And serious and reflective books were as popular as
"works of Romance and Fiction." In 1856, fifty-seven percent of
the books loaned were "in the instructive, useful or standard department of letters." The Association, moreover, not only offered
books, but also "complete files of upwards of 140 newspapers, coming from almost eve1y quarter of the globe, beside the various illustrations and all the leading English and American magazines
and reviews."'
Each year the Association also sponsored a series of lectures.
The success of the lectures prompted members to "cherish
the hope that our efforts have initiated here a system of intellectual communication which will be as beneficial and gratifying in
its results and influences to and upon our community as the same
system has proved to be in older cities." Not only good books and
lectures, but also interesting debates, art exhibits, and scientific
displays offered by the Association served to encourage membership. The Association also set up classes similar to those offered
bv "kindred associations in the Eastern cities" for those in need
of special training; merchant clerks, for example, were urged to
prepare themselves for careers as agents of culture as well as
competent businessmen."
In San Francisco, the Association initiated the traditional services
offered by mercantile library associations in other American cities.
It pursued culture, and there is no better example of the way in
which urban merchants in a new city on the moving frontier expressed their desire to transplant to their new home the best of
the institutions which they had left behind. In San Francisco they
succeeded, for at the close of 18.56 the Association listed over onethousand members, and it possessed a library housing over
six-thousand volumes. And the library was used : in 1856 over
eight-hundred books were loaned to members each month. The
annual series of lectures drew large and appreciative audiences,
and the debating society within the organization offered stimulating discourse on the most controversial of questions. Furthermore,
the "gallery of fine arts," including over one-hundred paintings.
and the museum, or "cabinets designed for the preservation of
scientific objects," continued to attract considerable attention.
Also popular was the "smoking and conversation room" where
"tables for chess, draughts, and backgammon" were provided for
members and visitors.
The merchants of San Francisco were proud of their institution.
According to Ira P. Rankin, President of the Association in 1856
the work of the organization was "an endearing monument of th~
enterprise, the liberality, and the intell.igence of the merchant citi-
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zens of the city." And he went on to assert the following:
The work of the J\lercantil e Library Assoeiation in a eommunity like this
is a great and bene fiee nt one . Its tendeney aml its effeet, so far as realized,
is, if not to exeite a love of le arning, at least to impart a taste for intelleetual pursuits, in place of low and grovelling amusements, or vices; to furnish
the m eans bv which th e mind sha ll be fill e d with noble and elevatin"
thoughts, inst~ad of those that are mean and abjeet; and even where ther~
is no special danger of the lower and more de grading forms of vice, to raise
me n above the materialism of mere money getting and mon ey hoarding , of
m ere ly 'buying, selling, and getting ga in,' to a world of far higher and nobler
thoughts and aspirations."

vVithin a few years the library of the Association was known as
"the principal one upon the Pacific Coast," and its overall activities
led one observer to rank it ''in extent and importance with its kindred institutions in New York, Boston, Cincinnati, and St. Louis."
In many respects it could bear the comparison very well. In the
number of volumes possessed, d espite an existence of only four
years, the Association already had more books than the St. Louis
Mercantile Library Association had possessed after an existence
of five years; more than that of New York after an existence of
eight years; more than that of Cincinnati after it had existed ten
years; more than that of Philadelphia after it had existed for fifteen years; and more than that of Boston after that institution had
existed for twenty-five years . As for the general development of
the Association, it was thought that its growth within the brief
time of its existence was "unparalleled in the history of any
similar association in the country." To members, however, this
assumption was not the "chief source of pride and pleasure." They
appreciated the fact that the institution was at this time "of com manding importance and influence in San Francisco," but of more
importance to them ,according to an address made by their presiding officer in 18.56, was the feeling that they had "laid the
foundation of a future great and b enef.i cent institution."'
Although the Mercantile Library Association established itself
as the possessor 'of the largest library in the city, it was not the
only one. Rather, the successful emergence of the Mercantile Library in early 18.53 inspired other groups of people to create
libraries. And at th~ close of 1856, when the population numbered
about fifty-thousand, there w ere at least two dozen associations
with libraries in the city. Among these institutions two w ere outstanding; the libraries of the Odd Fellows and of the Mechanics'
Institute, both of which appeared almost simultaneously after the
founding of the Mercantile Library.H
\Vith the belief that fraternal orders should help not only in
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sickness and want, but also aid in "the intellectual improvement
of members," the brothers of the various lodges of the Odd Fellows in the city formed a library association in December, 1854.
At subsequent meetings a constitution and by-laws were adopted,
and in April, 1855, the library, housing over one-thousand volumes,
opened for members and their families. According to Samuel
Parker, an early advocate and supporter of the institution, the Odd
Fellows' Library Association was designed to supply the man of
commerce "the commercial files of the world," to the mechanic
and artisan "that which shall assist them in their daily avocation,"
to the man of leisure and study "that which shall entertain and instruct," and to the wives and children of members "intellectual
entertainment." During the next few years the Association established itself as the possessor of the second largest library in the
city; at the close of 1856 the Odd Fellows' Library contained over
five-thousand volumes. 9
The Mechanics' Institute, organized in December, 1854, and incorporated in April of the following year, provided the third of
the outstanding libraries in the early city. The objectives of the
Institute, as set forth in the constitution, were "the establishment
of a Library and Reading Room, the Collection of a Cabinet,
Scientific Apparatus, works of Art, and for other literary and scientific purposes." In addition, Classes, lectures, and debates were
means by which the Institute hoped to realize the broad cultural
objectives of its members.10
Similar to the mechanics' institutes of older cities in its organization and benefits, the Institute differed from the Mercantile Library Association in that it was especially designed to cater to a
community of workers rather than a group of merchants and
clerks. Membership was open not only to mechanics but also to
other workers; thus the organization took on a general working
class significance. In this respect the Mechanics' Institute, like the
other library associations in the city, demonstrated clearly the
prevailing custom of organizing library service for specific groups.
Moreover, the development of library associations in the early city
demonstrates that San Franciscans were largely cultural conservators, not innovators for associations of this type flourished in
every large city in mid-nineteenth-century America.u
At the first annual meeting of the Institute, held in March, 1856,
it was reported that the success of the institution was "far beyond
the expectations of its founders and supporters." A small but useful
collection of 487 volumes had been acquired, and "an excellent
course of free lectures remarkably well-attended" had been provided. It was also noted that a debating society within the or-
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ganization was active. At this time the Institute listed 282 members. And members appreciated the Institute, for as one of them
put it, "to those who have experienced the value of such institutions, it can scarcely be deemed necessary to argue its general
usefulness." 1 ~

Many of the smaller libraries that opened in early San Francisco were under the auspices of either national, regional, racial,
or religious groups. The German Society maintained a reading
room for members as early as 1852, and in the following year another German organization, the San Francisco Verein, began a
reading room that contained, in a few years, a. collection exceeding
three-thousand volumes. The French Cabinet de Lecture Francais
was formed in April, 1853. And the regional organizations, the
Knickerbocker Association, representing New Yorkers, and the Sons
of New England, for example, supplied their members with books
and reading rooms . The Athenaeum, a Negro organization founded
in July, 1853, housed over eight-hundred volumes in its library.
The Hebrew Young Men's Lite1·ary Association, formed in May,
1854, built a collection that within a few years totaled twelvehundred volumes in addition to files of journals and newspapers,
both foreign and domestic. The collection contained copies of the
classics in English, Hebrew, French, and German. A Catholic organization, St. Mary's Library Association, founded in December,
1855, also possessed a fine collection including copies of historical
and devotional books and letters by Spanish missionaries. With the
founding of Protestant churches by the various denominations,
Sunday schools with libraries appeared in increasing numbers. By
1854, there were over five-thousand volumes distributed among the
churches belonging to the San Francisco Sunday School Union.
And by 1856, the library of the local Y.M.C.A. housed over fifteenhundred "religious and standard" volumes.I=3
During the early years several other groups in the city showed
their cultural interests by initiating small libraries. The Pacific
Club, formed in May, 1852, had a library from the beginning, and
the Union Club, organized in January, 1854, took only a short
time before it too purchased books for the pleasure of its members.
The San Francisco Lyceum, formed in May, 1854, by "the young
gentlemen of the city," also housed a small collection of books,
but its primary interest was in promoting lectures and debates. In
September, 1855, the Society of California Pioneers began its collection of books, and a number of other libraries belonged to companies of volunteer firemen and militia. 14
Special libraries in the sense of specialized subject collections
also emerged during the early years. A library of this kind was
9

often assembled by an association as one means of furthering study
of the subject which was its main interest. Such was the library
of the California Academy of Natural Sciences. Formed in April,
1853, the object of this organization, according to its constitution,
was "the investigation and development of Natural History and
Natural Science." From the beginning the Academy flourished as
"volum es of scientific works'' and "specimens of natural histoi·y''
were collected. Correspondence was opened with twenty-five scien tific bodies in the United States and Europe, and sufficient
material was placed in the archives for a large volume of transactions . At the dose of 1856 the Academy, the first science library
and museum in the Far \Nest, possessed over four-hundred books
and a fine collection of natural history .1 "
Professional groups also sponsored specialized libraries. For example the San Francisco Law Library Association, organized in
July, 1853, contained twenty-five hundred volumes when it opened.
Imitating the law library associations of older cities, the Association
wanted not only to "establish and maintain a library of literary,
legal and other professional works,' but also to "promote the cultivation of legal science, the advancement of jurisprudence, the
extending of literary and legal research; and generally, the advancement and diffusion of knowledge." To this end it became,
by July, 1854, "an ornament to the city and of much service to
the Bar." 11 '
In emergent San Francisco, the libraries and museums that were
brought into being were the result of conscious effort on the part
of enlightened citizens to bring the best of culture to the city, to
make intellectual resources available to the inhabitants, and to
give "rational amusement" to those who wished it. These institutions not only gave the participating groups a sense of pride and
accomplishment, but they also provided the general population
with a sense of achievement in San Francisco's cultural development. In short, any historical view which omits this vital dimension
of life in the early city tells but part of the story.
\~filli am A. Scott, "Some H ints on th e Moral Influence of the Com-
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mercial Spirit of the Age," The Pioneer, 3 (;'vlarch, 1855), 159-160; Ray
E. Helcl, Public Libraries in Califomia, 1849-1878 (Berkeley, 1963), 18;
Constitution of the San Francisco Mercantile Library Association (San
Francisco, 1854), 27-29.
Ibid., 28-29.
First Annual Report of the President of the Mercantile Library Association of San Francisco for the Years 1853 and 1854 (San Francisco, January, 1855), 5-7, 12-1 3; San Francisco Alta Califomia, May 12 1854·
"The ~lcrcantil e L ibrary Association," The Pioneer, 2 (November: 1854<
310-312.
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Third Annual Report of the President of the Mercantile Library Associa tion of San Francisco (San Francisco, January, 1856), 5-14.
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7 Ibid., 7; Third Annual Report, 10; Sixth Annual Report of the President
of the Mercantile Library Association of San Francisco (San Francisco,
1859), 12-20.
8 Samuel Colville (comp.), Colville's San Francisco Directory for the year
Commencing October, 1856 (San Francisco, 18.56), passim; William J.
Rhees, Manual of Public Libraries, Institutions and Societies in the
United States (Philadelphia, 1859), 587.
9 Charles N. Fox, Fifty Years of Odd Fellowship in California (San
Francisco, 1889), 17; Ray E. Held, "The Odd Fellows' Library Association of California," Library Qua1·terly, 32 (April, 1962), 150-151; Hugh
S. Baker, " 'Rational Amusement in Our Midst:' Public Libraries in
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10 Constitution, By-Laws, Rules and Regulations of the Mechanics' Institute of the City of San Francisco (San Francisco, 1855), 3-4; John H.
Wood (comp.), Seventy-Five Years of History of the Mechanics' Institute
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INA AGNES GHAHAM

AUTHOR'S NOTE
A comprehensive biography entitled Ina Coolbrith, Librarian and Laureate
of California by Josephine Hhodehamel and Dr. Raymund Wood will be
published this summer by Brigham Young University Press. Mrs. Rhodehamel
spent many years in dedicated research, and the book is an all-inclusive and
authentic story of the poet's life. This article is limited to an account of her
family relationships, of which I either have firsthand knowledge, or as told
to me by my mother. I am Ina Coolbrith's grandniece, the granddaughter
of her sister Agnes. Agnes' daughter Ina (my mother) was named for her,
and I, for my mother.

Josephine Donna Smith (her real name) was born in 1841 in
Nauvoo, Illinois. Her father was Don Carlos Smith, youngest
brother of the Mormon Prophet Joseph Smith. After her father's
death at 25, her mother barely escaped the fury of the mob with
her small daughters. She went to St. Louis, and later married
William Pickett. Twin sons were born ( \Villiam and Don Carlos),
and in 1853 the family joined a wagon train to the West, led by
Jim Beckwourth, the famous Crow Indian Chief and guide. I have
heard Ina relate dramatically that when they entered _California
through the Beckwourth Pass in Lassen County, he lifted her to his
saddlebow and said, "There, little girl, is your kingdom!"
The Pickett family settled in Los Angeles, then a sleepy, Spanish
town. My mother, born there in 1863, recalled the sunny, dusty
streets, white adobe houses and green pepper trees.
Ina had her first poems published in the Los Angeles Times in
1856. She used the pen name "Ina" (pronounced "Eena"), a p et
name shortened from Josephine. Ina's poems reveal happy years
("In Retrospect") and a budding talen.t. She and her sister Agnes
were called "the most beautiful girls in Los Angeles," and legend
has it that Ina at 16 led the New Year's Eve Grand Ball on the
arm of His Excellency, Don Pio Pico, last Mexican governor of
California.
Agnes married William Peterson, a prominent citizen, deputy
sheriff, attorney, and member of the State Legislature. They had
six children. The twins Will and Don went to the mines where a
good living, if no longer a fortune, was still to be made.
But Ina, just 17, was swept into an unfortunate marriage to
Robert B. Carsley, a player in Los Angeles' first minstrel show.
Because of his neglect and abuse, Ina was forced to divorce him,
and divorce was considered a scandal in those days. One of her
early poems, "A Mother's Grief," discloses that she had an infant
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Tl1e autlwr, Ina Graham at the C oolhrith Banquet, October, 1972.
Ina, Ruth Sodice and Riclwrd Dillon.
which died, but there arc no official records. Carsley continued
to harass her, and \Villiam Peterson, in protecting Ina, shot him,
resulting in amputation of Carsley's hand. H.efcrcncc to all this
great unhappiness appears in her poem, "A Meeting :"
vVithin tl1at nameless realm where Dead mt'et Dead
I met that one through whom my life was banned,
\Vho gave for love fierce hate .
.. Alas," I said, "Alas, Alas, poor shade"'
And h e, "Alas, poor shade," he said."

Another reference is in verses written for my .21st birthday:
.. vVhen I was twenty, just,
Life seemed crumbled into dust;
And it took some decades more
Time's proportions to restore." . .

In the early sixties Ina left Los Angeles for San Francisco, having suffered such lasting wounds to her highly sensitive and emotional nature that she forswore love and marriage ever after. She
changed her name evcrafter to Ina Coolbrith, and never referred
to her earlier years in Los Angeles. Her widowed mother kept
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house for her, and Ina supported the family by working for The
Overland i\f onthly when Bret Harte was its editor. This period
was probably the happiest in her life, as she associated with such
luminaries as Mark Twain, Ambrose Bierce, Edmund Clarence
Stedman, John Muir, Charles " ' arren Stoddard, Joaquin Miller,
and others. Her family ties remained strong, as evidenced in a
letter to her niece Mary, also in poignant verses after the
child's death:
But 0 little heart, !\<lay blossom,
Hope of our lessening day,
The bloom and the grace and the fra grance
Are passed with thy breath away!

After The Overland Mo nthly ceased publication, Ina became
first librarian of the Oakland Free Public Library, and established a home on Webster Street in Oakland. Then her sister
Agnes died, and Ina, giving up her dreams for a literary career,
took into her home the two surviving children, Henry, 15, and Ina,
13, supporting them until they were grown and able to make their
own way. Ina, who became my mother, told me many stories of
the household - happy and sad and amusing. Don and Will came
back at intervals. Upon her mother's death in 1878, Ina bought
a family plot in Mountain View Cemetery in Oakland, and planted
a white rose bush (which lived 60 years) on her mother's grave.
She also wrote the moving poem, "Beside the D ead," in her
mother's memory. Ina herself now sleeps there, along with her
half-brothers, her niece and other members of the family.
Henry succeeded Ina as the Oakland Librarian after her resignation, and her -niece Ina became a stenographer, one of the first
in San Francisco.
Relieved of family responsibilities, Ina Coolbrith moved to a San
Francisco home on Taylor Street (Russian Hill), and served as
librarian of the Mercantile Librmy, and later of the Bohemian
Club Library. In these posts she continued her friendships and
literary associations. The Bohemian Club made her a member, the
first and, for many years, the only woman to be so honored.
My mother married Finlay Cook, a San Francisco attorney, in
1894, and I was born in 1901. She maintained frequent contact
with her aunt, and a picture of the Taylor Street living room
shows a photograph of me at about two years of age. I found an
envelope addressed to me postmarked February, 1902 (when I
was two months old), but the letter was missing. A letter of June
9, 1903, reads:
14

iVIy dear little baby,
It is very nice of you to ask an old lady like your Grandaunty to go
to see you in your pretty home in the country, but I am afraid that same
old lady cannot go to you. You see, the days that the Sun had his big
picnic with last week just compeltely used her up . . . Little girls . . .
should keep sylph-like and etherial like your Grandaunty who sends you
a kiss and much love . . .
Aunt Ina C .

She sent me some Valentines, and here is one which she wrote :
Face that is a flower,
Heart that is a pearl
Can we help but love you,
Darling little girl?
Like the leaves and tendrils
Of the clasping vine,
So you hold our heartstrings,
Sweetest Valentine!

The 1906 earthquake and fire completeiy destroyed her home
and possessions, forcing her into the street with only her purse
and a pet cat. My mother searched for her at once, and found her
with friends . We were not "burned out," but some nine refugee
relatives stayed in our four-room flat for weeks!
In those days children were expected to "pull their weight"
during social visits, and I remember singing a school song about
a bobolink which amused her so much that she called me ":Major
Bobs" from then on.
In 1908, when the operetta "The ~derry ·w idow" was popular,
my mother took a picture of me in her very large and impressive
new hat, and sent it to her aunt. Back came :
My dear i\lliss Measlekin,
Where did you get that hat? Aren't you afra id you'll tip m·er? Did you
ever hear the Song of the J\Ierry Widow?
Once there was a little girl
In a Merry ·widow hat.
So big, that hat, the people cried,
"Oh my! Just look at that!"
One clay this small, impudent maid
"Went out whea winds blew high ,
And before her Ma could catch her,
Went sailing to the sky!
Now, little girls, a warning take
From this sad fate of hers,
And shun the merry widows
And the merry widowers!
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Half brothers, William and
Carlos Pickett at age 6.

'William ancl Carlos as adults .

I thought you would come to see me before this . . . Kiss Mama and give
her my love and tell her to kiss you for Old Grandie.

I cherish a touching tribute to her sister Agnes, written in a
note to me August 7, 1911 :
My dear little Agnes :
This is the birthday of your clear grandmother, for whom you were
named - your mother's mother and Grandie's sister, just as Dorothy and
Frances, Henry's daughters, are sisters. She would be an old lady were she
now alive, older even than Grandie. How she would love you and how proud
she would be of you and Dorothy and Frances. She was a very beautiful
and good woman. If you, dear little Agnes, are half as good, you will surely
meet her with the Angels in Heaven .
With love,
Your Old Grandie

I wrote to her sometimes (at my mother's prodding, I fear) and
have a few replies \ fy dear Major:
If a person should have one mump the first day and 2 /3 of a mump the
second day, with an increasing ratio of 43 1 I 3 for the suceeding mump term,
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how many mumps would th ey ha ve by the time the doctor sent in his bill?
l th ink the arithmetic c.-.;amplcs you forwarded to me were th e cause of the
whole thing, because even ;'\!arjorie Fleming decided that i times 8 and 9
times 6 were devilish and more than human nature could endure . . . I
could not run from them because I am crippled with sciatica.
Gran die

My memory is vivid of her home at 1067-69 Broadway, built in
1909-10 through the generous efforts of friends and fellow writers.
Photographs show the handsome living room, with fine furniture
and many paintings, pictures, objets d'art and curios, but I had
eyes only for a small spinning wheel ( 6") which I think I wanted
more than I have ever wanted any other thing in my life! It now
decorates my Thanksgiving table.
My great aunt usually received us in her bedroom, a pleasant,
sunny room looking southwest over the city. Sometimes she was
very silent; she suffered from "inflammatory rheumatism," and
often spent days in bed. I remember well how pale and drawn
her face was at such times. Sometimes we took along my two older
cousins (Henry's daughters) and once when one lovely girl
blushed at a question, Ina smiled benignly and said "Very pretty,
my dear!"
In 1915 my mother took me to the Congress of Authors and
Journalists, of which Ina was president, at the Panama Pacific
International Exposition. There she was proclaimed "loved, laurelcrowned poet of California." As the audience stood, and she stepped forward to receive the laurel wreath, my mother wept, the
only time I ever saw her tears. I have an enlargement of a photo
of the Congress showing Ina Coolbrith and many notables, with
my mother and me at the end of the first row. (Mrs. Rhodehamel,
in her book about Ina Coolbrith, has identified many individuals
in the picture. )
In 1921 Ina gave up her Russian Hill home and spent two
winters in New York. Ina's complete correspondence with my
mother and me at this time, along with much memorabilia, is in
the Bancroft Library, University of California.
In 1923 she moved to our home in Berkeley. My mother once
told me how happy and blessed she felt to be able to care for her
aunt, as she and her brother had been cared for fifty years before,
an ultimate in family devotion.
I was in college then, and much engrossed in my own affairs,
but I also appreciated her presence, her wit and wisdom and the
opportunity to meet some of her visitors - Luther Burbank, Hildegarde Hawthorne, Charles Lummis, Albert Bender, Derrick and
Eunice Lehmer, Charles Phillips, Lionel Stevenson, and others.
17

Ina C oolbrith.
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She was the most honored guest at my wedding in 1927 - in fact,
the Oakland Tribune article was headed "Poet's Kin Weds!" She
was always kind and pleasant to my young friends, enjoying a
joking exchange, and graciously giving interviews to young journalists. It was a happy household and, as for the generation spread,
it was a bridge, not a gap!
So my mother looked after the aging Ina Coolbrith, and, in her
last illness, in February 1928, dismissed the nurse, preferring to
give her personal, gentle care based on love. She heard her last
words : apparently in a coma after the doctor had said she might
live two more days, Ina murmured "Today and tomorrow - today - and tomorrow."
I have pictured Ina Coolbrith as daughter, sister, aunt, and grandaunt. For
details of he1· extremely interesting life and personality, I again refer you
to the forthcoming biography by Mrs. Rhodehamel.

Well-knou;n photograph of Ina Coolbrith in 1895.
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Ina Coolbrith ·
in 1925 with
"Popcorn."

Jack London's Noble Lady
BEN SwEENEY

And th en came the city of Oakland, and on the shelves of that free library I
discovered all the great world beyond the skyline.l

Eighty-six years ago, ten-year old Jack London walked into the
Oakland Free Library and met, for the first time, a librarian
named Ina Coolbrith. In the course of iwrmal events, many tenyear olds walk in and out of many libraries across the land, and
there is little reason to mark the occasion, but in this instance, the
youngster was no ordinary child, and the librarian, most assuredly,
was no ordinary librarian. In fact, there are many who feel that
her persuasive guidance during his impressionable years was a
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factor, if not a major influence, in directing the course of his
creative life.
But there are many intriguing questions. What was truly the significance of this early meeting? Did they ever meet again? What
can be said of any later relationship between them - on paper or
in person? And who was Ina Coolbrith?
At the time Jack London met her, she was librarian of the Oakland Free Library where she served from 1874 through 1892. Her
story alone is a fascinating piece of early California literary history.
Ina Coolbrith has been described as being "as conscientious as
a Baptist minister, but also as independent as an unbroken mustang .. ." 2 She was named "Loved Laurel-Crowned Poet of California," receiving the first laureate honors in America, at the
Panama-Pacific Exposition in 1915. One reporter stated, " ... there
is no other woman writer in California who equals her in beauty,
strength, and purity of language, at one and the same time . . ."3
She was "the sweetest poet that ever sang on California soil, .,4
but even more important to London was her attitude and reaction
when he came "into the library with a bundle of newspapers under
his arm and asked for something 'good to read.' " 5
Born in 1841, Ina Coolbrith was in her forties at the time Jack
London first explored the mysteries of her library. London's family had returned to Oakland after a period in a rural area. Joan
London wrote, ". . . he had found his way to the public libra1y
soon after his arrival in Oakland."6 and "often he lost himself in
the books from the public library which he usually brought with
him, and as he planned adventures for himself as exciting as any
in the books, he forgot the gloomy home, the problem of earning
a living and all that his youth rejected.";
With books recommended by Miss Coolbrith, "he was entering
an environment which proved no end of thrilling experiences to
a bold mind." 8 "He read all the time, at meals, after meals, on the
way to and from school and during recess." 9 Charmian London,
"Eliza (his step-sister) remembers him as forever with a book in
his hands," and went on to state that this took place in what was
not really a "bookish household."10 London himself says in John
Barleycorn, "I found the way to the free public library, and was
reading myself into nervous prostration." 11 He refers in some detail
to the "thousands of books" in the library and his experiences in
filling out an application form, curiously stating, "Libraries were
not concerned with children in those days," going on to say
".. . the librarian handed me the collected and entirely unexpurgated works of Smollet in one huge volume . . ." 1 ~ However, Char-
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mian London hastens to point out that it was after that experience
that "he attracted the notice of the head librarian, Miss Ina Coolbrith, and fell shyly in love with this to him new type of
womanhood . . ." 13
As to the extent of her direct influence on London, there are a
a variety of viewpoints. For example, she is reported as "acting as
a sort of Den Mother to a number of young literary figures," 14 and
introducing "the teen-aged ruffian Jack London to the big books ." 1 ~
tea:ching him "how to read" along with George Sterling and "several radical intellectuals," 1 G exerting "her gentle influence upon
other young Oaklanders besides Jack London." 17 "'She worked with
. . . younger writers like Jack London and George Sterling who
came to her as beginners for advice," 18 according to one writer.
Another goes on to say that "from her he doubtless gained his first
taste for good reading." 1n Still another concludes that "Jack London's encounter with Miss Coolbrith and the Oakland Library was
very important to a young boy who dreamed of writing."~o Little
wonder that he "raised her to the shrine of his boyish chivalry . "~ 1
It is important to emphasize that Miss Coolbrith had no runof-the-mill, ragamuffin newsboy in young London, and that he
exhibited a drive and the mental capacity to grasp significant
literary depth far beyond normal. As she related to Georgia Bamford, although he looked "very poor, shabby, and uncared for,"
he nevertheless exhibited an unusual confidence and was "not so
retiring as most boys would be .. .""~ But even a good sailor needs
a pilot, and the fact that she "charted his way through the sea
of literature"~:J seems clear. Another writer characterizes her as
London's "literary guardian ... in his boyhood days." 24 And judging from London's written reaction in later years, he must have
felt that all of these were reasonably accurate evaluations of Miss
Coolbrith's influence on him. He was sixteen when she left the
Oakland Library.
In September of 1902, some sixteen years after they had met,
the Overland Monthly published a Bret Harte Memorial number
in which was included, under the heading "Distinguished Contributors," pictures of both Coolbrith and London. A caption explained
that Jack London's "Klondike stories first came to notice through
our pages.""~
·when the 1906 earthquake and fire in San Francisco destroyed
:Yiiss Coolbrith's home and all of her possessions, a great many community activities were organized to help her recover. Jack London
played a part in some of these, but unfortunately, most of the
efforts resulted in little actual relief. Miss Coolbrith stated, "As I
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was completely wrecked by the cataclysm, some plans were formed
by various parties to create funds for my relief; which however,
with one exception, failed to materialize, greatly, to my advantage."~(; One of the failures was an attempt to raise funds through
the publication of a special Ina Coolbrith Edition of a periodical
entitled Once A Week:" Jack London's contribution was a poem,
"The Way of War," which appeared in the special edition on
October 27, 1906. Miss Coolbrith requested the manuscripts and
illustrations that were used in th e publication, and London's reply
to her letter reveals an invaluable part of the London-Coolbrith
relationship. ·written on December 15, 1906, it remained unpublished until Miss Coolbrith gave Benjamin De Casscrcs permission
to release it in December, 1919. ~ s The letter is reproduced here
through the courtesy of j\rlr. Irving Shepard:
4>10 27th St.
Oakland
Dee 15, OG
Dear Ina Coolbrith: In reply to yours of Dee. 12th. Oh that stuff of mine in "Once A \Veek!"
Just fun, that's all it was. But say, wasn't that sonnet of George Sterling's
a beautiful thing?
Am writing this mail to Zoe Radcliffe to see if she'll send you illustrations
and manuscript of "Way of \Var." The MS is typewritten you know.
I have just sent down town for one of my books. And I want to paste a
foto (as well as autograph) in it and mail to you.
Isn't George Wharton James a gorgeous splendid man?
The old Oakland Library days! Do you know you were the first one who
ever complimented me on my choice of reading matter. Nobody at home
bothered their heads over what I read. I was an eager, thirsty, hungry little
kid and one day at the Library, I drew out a volume on Pizzaro in Peru (I
was ten years old). You got the book and stamped it for me and as you
handed it to me you praised me for reading books of that nature. Proud! If
you only knew how proud your words made me. For I thought a great deal
of you. You were a goddess to me. I didn't know you were a poet, or that
you'd ever done so wonderful a thing as write a line. I was raw from the
ranch, you see. But I stood greatly in awe of you - worshipful awe. In
those days I named by adjectives and I named you "Noble." That is what
you were to me - nobl e. That was the feeling I got from you. Oh, yes, I
got, also, the feeling of sorrow and suffering, but dominating them, always
riding above all, was noble. No woman has so affected me to the extent
r,ou di,?. Yet in all the years that have passed I have met no woman so
noble as you.
I have never seen you since those Library days yet the memory picture
I retain of you is as vivid as any l possess. When I hear your name men-
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tioned, or think of you, up, at once, flash es that memory picture, and with it,
its connotation, and its connotation is "noble."
Often and often, the mere word "noble" recalls you to my mind.
Do forgive me what you may deem my foolishness : I am all iron these
days, but I remember my childhood and I remember you; and I have room
in me yet, and softness, too, for memories.
Sincerely yours,
Jack London

In the difficult days following the earthquake, London's name
appears in still other benefits on Miss Coolbrith's behalf. In Palo
Alto in November, 1906, "for the benefit of the Ina Coolbrith fund,
a number of books by well-known California authors with their
autographs have been placed on sale in local bookstores. Works
of .. . Jack London have found great demand and quite a sum
has been realized for the fund . ~!' On December 19, 1906, there was
a Coolbrith benefit public exhibit in Pasadena to which London
contributed copies of Call of the Wild and The Game as well as
an autographed photograph. 30
George Wharton James, "distinguished writer, lecturer and
traveller":n made a number of benefit speeches during this period.
On one occasion he gave an informal narrative which included "a
brief sketch of his visit ... to Jack London, the novelist."3 ~ When
called upon for remarks, Miss Coolbrith, who was guest of honor,
heard London described as "a young giant, physically and intellectually," the aim of whose existence was "the furthering of Socialistic doctrine" all of his books having "that lesson for their end and
aim."3 :; When called upon for remarks, Miss Coolbrith commented
on Bret Harte and Charles Warren Stoddard, but, if the press
report is complete, made no reference to London.
There were some Coolbrith benefit affairs where London's name
is noticeably missing. For example, when the Women's Club of
San Jose held a Coolbrith Day, George Sterling sent a tribute, but
there was no mention of word from London. In 1907 when the
Authors' Club of New York produced a collection of essays,
treatises, stories and poems contributed by 109 eminent American
authors, each personally signed with pen and ink":H in a limited
edition ( 251 copies) entitled Liter Scriptorum, London is not
mentioned in the press as a contributor. It is difficult to know, of
course, whether he was actually not a participant on some of these
occasions or was simply being snubbed by a segment of the press
because of his political activities.
The "one exception" mentioned by Miss Coolbrith in her comments on non-beneficial activities was an Authors' Reading ar-
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ranged by Gertrude Atherton, and held at the Fairmont Hotel in
San Francisco in 1907.:1" The Mayor of San Francisco presided, and
according to press releases, the event featured most of the wellknown writers of that time. In a list of telegrams and messages
received, London is not listed.::~> Miss Coolbrith, ill at the time,
was not present, nor - apparently - was Jack London.
One of the most publicized in the series of fund-raising events
was a project by The Spinners, a San Francisco organization. In an
effort to raise $10,000, out of which a $25 lifetime monthly pension was to accrue to Miss Coolbrith, they published The Spinners'
book of fiction';7 which included donated stories, articles and
illustrations by seventeen writers and seven artists. Among them
as a literary gift that has been referred to as "Jack London's major
contribution to a benefit for Miss Coolbrith,'':J~ his short story,
"The league of old men." "This long list of writers and artists has
given cheerfully from their store without one cent of compensation"au according to a news item. The resulting fund which was
invested by the Spinners in railroad bonds returned the sum of
$4.16 per month to Miss Coolbrith! Miss Coolbrith resigned her
honorary membership in The Spinners, and the resulting unhappiness became a cause celebre in the local press. Herman (Jim)
Whitaker, close friend of London, took up the cudgel in an effort
to acquire a lump sum payment for Miss Coolbrith, and he decided to go to The Spinners with George Sterling and Jack London to present the request and bring order out of chaos. As it
turned out, Whitaker was left to do the job alone; and he successfully completed his missiori, receiving a check which was
turned over to the destitute poetess. His correspondence on this
matter, which frequently mentions London, is worth noting.
In a letter written in March, 1909, in which Whitaker discusses
the need for an accounting by The Spinners, he said, "I have ·also
written to Mr. London." 40 A month later, on the same matter, he
wrote, " . .. am only waiting for Mary Austin and Jack London
before taking action.".n
On May 5, 1909, Whitaker wrote directly to Miss Coolbrith
relative to the progress of the proposed Spinner confrontation and
said, in part, "London is in South America coniing home." By this
time, George Sterling, not wishing to be engaged in "a woman's
war,'' had withdrawn from the delegation, and Whitaker, dismayed
and annoyed, assured Miss Coolbrith, "London will be only too
willing to take his place.""~
Two months later he again wrote, "I had a letter from Jack
London the other day saying that he would arrive home early this
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month; so that it will be but a short time now till we can take up
your case in earnest .. ."4 :l Only a few short days later he penned
another letter to her apparently in response to a query she had
raised, and answered, "l think that the enclosed letter will satisfy
you as to London's health. A man who can take a husky sailor (?) 44
off his feet with a 'left hook' ought to be able to plant at least one
good one in the 'Spinner solar plexus.' "4 "
Unfortunately" . .. when he (London) got back he was so busy
with other commitments that he could not keep this one." 4 G Apparently Whitaker was becoming aware of this eventuality when
he wrote to Miss Coolbrith, "I saw London yesterday for an hour.
He goes straight on to Glen Ellen by the early train this morning,
so it would have been impossible to arrange a meeting even if I
had been sure that you were in San Francisco. He stands ready t o
cooperate with us, and will attach his name to any document that
we send him."-!7 The text of this letter would seem to imply that
Ina Coolbrith might have suggested a meeting with London, although this is not documented.
There were at least two other instances in 1909 where London
and Coolbrith are associated - at least on paper. In an article
in the San Francisco Monitor relative to the best literature of
the West, they are both among fifteen writers in a list proposed
by Edwin Markham. 4 s Town Talk, in a list of "forty California
immortals ... those who stand out as our leading literary lights."49
includes them both.
One of the most fascinating available documents linking these
two people is a scribbled page in an autograph album "presented
to Ina Coolbrith by her sincere friends of the Pacific Coast
Women's Press Association" in 1911.;;0 There are entries by Whitaker, Sterling and other writers, as well as an attractive miniature
sketch by another of London's close friends, artist Xavier Martinez. London's complimentary tribute, reprinted here by permission of the Bancroft Library Director, follows:
Dear Ina Coolbrith: Do you remember the small boy, in short knee pants, to whom you gave the
keys to the gates of knowledge in the old days at the Oakland Library?
Affectionately thine,
Jack London
Glen Ellen, Calif.
April 3, 1911
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Later that same year in an interview, Miss Coolbrith stated, I
am not in a position to speak of all the later writers, but some
whose works I know are very fine."" 1 She specifically named
Herman Whitaker and George Sterling, but not London - at least
no mention is made of him in the article.
In 1912 Whitaker wrote this curious statement to Miss Coolbrith: "Jack says he was invited to join the colony at Carmel and
so has been too ashamed to see you - or rather have you see
him . . ." 5 ~ There is conjecture regarding the significance of this remark. Was it because London had not, in the last analysis, appeared personally to fight the Coolbrith cause with The Spinners?
This seems unlikely since three years had passed since that conflict had raged. Was it "that Jack London felt guilty in accepting
land if none had been offered to Miss Coolbrith?"":l Or were there
other reasons entirely obvious that have become obscured with
the passage of sixty years'?
In late 1914 when Marion Humble, an instructor in Children's
Literature in the Library School of the University of Wisconsin,
wrote to Jack London about his actual experiences with books and
libraries, he replied in part:
Two wonderful things happened to me when I was a small boy that
practically directed the entire course of my life, and I doubt if neither of
these two wonderful things had happened to n'.e that I should ever have
become an author.

The first of these was his discovery of Onida's novel, Signa.
The second wonderful thing happened to me when, nine or ten years of
age, my people were compelled to leave their mortgaged ranch and come
to the City of Oakland to live. There I found access to the great world by
means of the free public library of the City of Oakland. At that time Ina
Coolbrith was the librarian of the Oakland Free Library. It was this world
of books, now accessible, that practically gave me the basis of education .
Not until I began fighting for a living and making my first success so that I
was able to buy books for myself did I ever discontinue drawing many books
on many library cards from out of the Oakland free public library.""'

Although there was considerable publicity given London's death
in 1916, only one small item even relating to it is included in the
bulky scrap book volumes that constitute Miss Coolbrith's personal
collection of clippings and momentoes. This is partially explained
by the fact that much of the material in the collection was provided by a clipping service which selected only material involving Miss Coolbrith in some way. Such was the case in this in-
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stance since the item, from a periodical called "Hebrew," reported
a discussion held at a meeting of the California Literary Society
at Miss Coolbrith's residence. It stated, "The death of Jack London, who, by the way, was probably of partly Jewish origin, perhaps half-Jewish on one side, formed the subject of special
mention at the last meeting of the California Literature Society."""
In her middle seventies and ill at the time, Miss Coolbrith was
unable to participate in the meeting.
There is certainly much more that might be researched in this
matter and undoubtedly other documents and correspondence
that would provide additional interesting data relative to the
"paper" relationship between the lady who cared and the boy who
needed help. However, there should be no aura of mystery about
the lack of personal association between these two individuals.
Miss Coolbrith's grand-niece suggests, "Certainly her age and infirmity would have prevented and did prevent her from visiting
him, but he could have visited her. I just don't know whether he
ever did. The 1906 letter states he had not met her since the Oakland Library days. He died in 1916, and those years between were
his busiest; so it seems unlikely."~G And as a Coolbrith biographer
suggests, " ... don't you suppose that some of his small-boy awe
carried over into adulthood? That may have been one reason for
his seeming aloofness.""' Whether or not a personal meeting beyond the library days ever occured, there was nevertheless, a feel- .
ing of mutual respect. In 1925 Ina Coolbrith, at 83 years of age,
was quoted as having told an interviewer:
Yes, I knew Jack London. He once paid me a most unexpected tribute.
For years I worked as librarian both here (San Francisco) and in Oakland,
where Jack London grew up. When the fire swept away my precious private
collection of autographed copies of the works of California authors, I started
all over again to collect.
I wrote Jack London. He sent me his Sea Wolf. "With it came a letter that
brought tears to my eyes. He wrote that as a lad in Oakland he had come to
me at the public library, hungry for books, and I had directed his reading.
He gave me too great credit for helping to form his literary taste.
Bless him!"~

All persons are influenced by others, consciously or unconsciously, in the direction of their personal achievements. Too often
such influence is not acknowledged, and the myth of the selfmade-man emerges. Fortunately in the London-Coolbrith relationship, there seems to have been honest recognition by London
of the part played by Ina Coolbrith in his life. Whether he gave
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her "too great credit" or not is academic. That he had never met
a "woman so noble" nor one who had affected him "to the extent
you did" is a candid tribute that bridged whatever generation gap
there may have been and assigned nobility where it justly
belonged.
(Editor's Note: This article, which first appeared in the ~1ay-August, 1972,
Jack London Newsletter, Vol 5, No. 2, is being reprinted with the permission
of Ben Sweeney and Editor Hensley C. Woodbridge.)
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INA COOLBRITH, LIBRARIAN AND LAUREATE OF CALIFORNIA, by Josephine DeWitt Rhodehamel and Raymund
Francis Wood. (Brigham Young University Press, Provo, Utah,
1973. 531 pp. Paper-covered heavy cardboard binding, $11.95.)
Reviewer: RoBIN LAMPSON, Author-in-Residence, University of
the Pacific; Author of Laughter Out of the Ground, Death Loses
a Pair of Wings, etc.
This book was greatly and warmly anticipated by this reviewer.
I first met Ina Coolbrith in 1916, after receiving a cordial letter
from her inviting me to attend the monthly Sunday afternoon
meetings in her home on Russian Hill in San Francisco. During the
following decade I attended many more of the meetings, and also
met her on other occasions. Miss Coolbrith read and praised my
published poems, and encouraged me to continue writing. I still
treasure the first letter she wrote me.
Jack London, as boy and man, called Ina Coolbrith a "noble
lady," and I heartily agree. I thought she was like a queen -
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beautiful, gracious, and oh, so kind! Were her poems not in. my
grammar-school readers? And now she was my friend! I fairly
worshipped her, and still revere her memory. A couple of years
ago I heard that this biography was being prepared, and I have
awaited it with great eagerness.
All this makes it all the more painful for me to report that in
spite of all the painstaking research that went into it, I find the
book a disappointment, on many scores.
First of all, the physical book itself is too reminiscent of "lavender and old lace," with its purple dust-wrapper and end-papers,
the heavy cardboard binding covered with thin paper printed with
a stylized lacy lavender design, and the entire text of the book,
from title page through index, including all the fascinating illustrations, printed in lavender ink!
Ina Coolbrith herself, I am firmly convinced, would have been
disappointed in and even angered by certain salient features of
this biography of her. Above all, she was not "lavender and old
lace," but very much a practical woman of the world who earned
her living most of her life, first as assistant to Editor Bret Harte
of Overland Monthly, then, for most of her working life, as a
librarian in Oakland and San Francisco.
In 1915, this practicality, plus her accomplishments as a poet,
made her the recipient of two great honors: she was named President of the worldwide Congress of Authors and Journalists at the
Panama-Pacific International Exposition in San Francisco; and no
doubt the high point of this Congress was her being crowned the
first Poet Laureate of California.
Now I come to the regrettable feature of this book which I deplore most of all - and which I firmly believe would have pained
and saddened Miss Coolbrith: the first three chapters are a resume
of the early history of the Mormon Church, and, because Ina
Coolbrith was of Mormon antecedents, the book as a whole
seems an attempt to claim her as a Mormon poet.
True, she was the daughter of Don Carlos Smith, the youngest
brother of Joseph Smith, Jr., the founder of this sect. But her
father died less than five months after she was born - so she
would have no memory of him. Both her father and her mother,
Agnes Coolbrith Smith, were opposed to polygamy, which was
then being introduced into the chl.uch, and since they were devoted exclusively to each other, they wanted no part in it.
After the untimely death of Don Carlos, from pneumonia, Ina's
mother married a non-Mon11on, William Pickett, a printer who
was also a lawyer. Pickett took his wife and her two daughters.
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Agnes and Josephine Donna, by river boat to St. Louis, Missouri,
after winning from his wife a solemn promise to keep her Mormon past "forgotten and forever hidden." This promise, designed
to protect the family from persecution and violence, she kept as
long as she lived, and so did her children after her. And there
is every indication that Pickett accepted his stepdaughters as his
own, and loved them as he did the twin sons which his wife
Agnes bore him.
It is at this point that, for this reviewer, psychologizing begins to
spoil this book. We are asked to believe that the two-and-a-halfyear-old Ina remembers the funeral of her five-year-old sister
Sophronia, and bears "psychological scars" from it! In the same
paragraph it is suggested that the wailing at the funerals of the
murdered Joseph and Hyrum Smith, Ina's uncles, in Nauvoo in
1844 - when the girl was little more than three years old - might
have left a "blood-stained impression" on her mind!
But it is in the final chapter, number 31, that this psychologizing
becomes intolerable. Remember, this book is presented as a biography, historically accurate, and, up to this point, supported page
by page, and o(ten sentence by sentence, with copious footnotes.
Yet Chapter 31 bas comparatively few footnotes, and is very much
like the final chapter of a novel, - that is, in a fictionalizing
manner, with the scene set, and heroine's thoughts and moods and
emotions given in great detail. For example ( p . 361) :
" 'These many years,' she thought. How many . . . ? Sevent) ?
Eighty? Yes, more than eighty years since the incidents of violence
and sudden death iri Nauvoo had ·impinged themselves so indelibly
onto [sic] the subconscious mind of her earliest infancy .... "
Then the story of the tragic events in Nauvoo is repeated, with
only two footnotes of attribution on the first two pages of this
o::!:J.apter. Next, we are given this strange statement: "From the time
she [Ina ] was five years of age she was trained [italics mine] by
her mother to hide the_ Nauvoo background. The Mormon connections of the Smith girl~ and their mother were kept as a family
secret in the Pickett household."
My comment on this is: How does one train a child to forget,
except by repeating or remindirig of what is to be forgotten? Surely
the mother didn't make "th.e Nauvoo background" vivid to tl;e
t:hild Ina in an attempt to help her forget it!
Nowhere in this chapter is the sudden scarcity of footnotes so
blatant as following this statement on p. 365: Besides [by] these
Californians, she [Ina ] was courted by a high official in The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Salt Lake City."
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This is not followed by a footnote number, and it would be exceedingly difficult to extricate the source of this quotation from the
whole bagful of "Sources for information on the love interest in
Miss Coolbrith's life" given under footnote 3.
Now I come to what I consider the greatest injustice to the
memory of Ina Coolbrith - the revelation, posthumously, of her
Mormon background after she had so carefully kept it a secret
throughout her long life. I feel that if she had taken pride in this
background she would have either revealed it during her lifetime,
or left written instructions for its revelation along with a precise
statement of her thoughts and feelings on the subject. Personally,
from a ten-year acquaintance with her, I know that shy was an
intelligent gentlewoman with a strong will and strong feelings, and
nothing imprecise about her.
As things stand, the manner in which Ina's Mormon background
was revealed - only after her death, and immediately after her
death,in fact at her funeral, and by -a distant cousin, and that only
by word of mouth, by hearsay, simply taxes my credulity. I find
it is impossible to believe that Ina would toss out so nonchalantly
an intimate secret which she had guarded so zealously for over
80 years.
In my opinion, a much finer and better-bal(l.nced account of
Ina's Mormon antecedents is to be found in Franklin YValker's
classic San Francisco's Literary Frontier, (Knopf, New York,
1939), pp. 57-64 ff. Walker keeps Ina's origins in their proper perspective, and stresses her own achievements - not what she was
born, but what she made of herself.
As for the book in hand, by Rhodehamel and vVood, one can
only praise them for their exhaustive research. They have garnered an enormous harvest of grain, hulls and all - but I feel they
have fallen down in the winnowing: the wheat is here, but so also
is a large amount of chaff.
Also, I can't help wishing that the book were bett.er written in
the clear, pure style that was so characteristic of Ina herself in
both prose and verse, and that it had been better proofread.
The foreword to this book suggests that this is a "ddinitin·
biography." I would weep for Ina Coolbrith if I thought this
wen~ so.
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Women Homeseekers in Oklahoma
Territory, 1889 -1901
LONNIE
AND DANIEL

E.
F.

UNDERHILL
LITTLEFIELD, JR.

The "openings" of various portions of land to settlement in what
is now Oklahoma were generally violent affairs. Most were opened
by a "run," in which thousands of people gathered along the borders of the land and awaited a signal. When it came, the people
rushed forward - by foot, by horseback, in wagons, on bicycles in order to stake their claims on the quarter sections of land or
town lots laid out by the government. Many were trampled, some
were injured or killed when their vehicles were upset, and many
were shot in squabbles over rights to a contested piece of property.
Treatments of the openings, either graphic or verbal, tend to make
them exclusively the affairs of men. But, in reality, many women
braved the dangers and hardships of the openings and successfully established their claims to homesteads in the new Oklahoma
Territory.
The most notable homeseeker in Oklahoma was known as
"Annetta Daisy." On April 16, 1892, there appeared an article in
the Nev; York Times with the following headline: "Annetta Daisy's
Amazons: Venturesome Young Women in Oklahoma." The headline is striking, and those readers who followed the events of the
preceding three years in Oklahoma were undoubtedly acquainted
with the young lady's name.
Although she was known as "Annetta Daisy," her real name was
Naunita R. H. Daisey.! A native of Kentucky, she was well-known
throughout the South and West as a J)ewspaper woman and was
described as "a Bohemian in every way with a spirit of gentleness
in her body that endeared her to all those who came in contact
with her."~ Miss Daisey participated in four land openings. In the
first two, she competed for claims and won them; however in both
openings she came close to being killed in the rush for a homesite.
The first opening was that of the Oklahoma Lands · on April 22,
1889. The Oklahoma Lands was a large tract of land in the center
of Indian Territory, presently Oklahoma, which had not been
assigned to any Indian tribe. On March 23, 1889, President Benjamin Harrison issued a proclamation opening the land to settle-
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ment by a run at noon on April 22. All persons twenty-one years
old or the head of a household were eligible to take a homestead
of one hundred sixty acres. Since this run was the first, it was
perhaps the most violent.
In .this run, Annetta was supposed to be reporting for Texas
and Louisiana newspapers. 3 However, she must have decided to
try for a claim herself. She jumped from a fast-moving train in
order to stake out a homested. After being severely bruised in
the jump, she was shot as she attempted to "stake and hold down"
her claim. 4 After she had filed on her claim, it was "jumped" by a
Santa Fe engineer named Stafford, who shot at her three times,
once in the arm. The wound was not serious," and she retained
possession of her claim on the Northwest Quarter of Section 24,
Township 14 North, Range 3 West of the Indian Meridian, in
present Oklahoma County. 6
Flushed by the success of her first experience in running for
free land, she participated in the next land opening on September
22, 1891, that of the surplus lands of the Iowa, Sac-Fox, Pottawatomie and Shawnee Indians to the east of Oklahoma. These lands
were also opened by a run. This time, Miss Daisey was thrown
from a horse and nearly killed as she ran for a town lot in the
rocky section of what is now Chandler. Nevertheless, she established her claim to a choice piece of property in the townsite.'
On April19, 1892, there was another land opening in Oklahoma:
the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation to the west of Oklahoma.
As in the previous two openings, these lands were opened by a
run. Since Miss Daisey had already secured a quarter section of
land and a townsite lot, she was not eligible to claim another
homestead. In this run she served in the capacity of a protector.
She and a group of eleven young women had formed a company
of "female sooners," whose purpose was to enter the lands before
the designated time of the run and "squat" on and claim quarter
sections of homestead land. The young women organized in an
attempt to increase the possibility of their obtaining homesteads.
The company had come to the area one week before the opening
and camped in a deep gulch in County F. They were so well
hidden that on April 16, three days before the opening, they had
still not been found by the cavalry which patrolled in search of
"sooners." In fact, Miss Daisey stated that their camp had been
so carefully selected that the troops could pass within forty feet
of it and never discover it. It was in the western part of the
country where a series of wooded gulches rendered the country
almost impassable. One of them had an opening but no outlet and
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was some two hundred feet deep; in a lit'tle recess of this gulch,
facing the south, the young women formed their fully-provisioned
camp. Here they built a comfortable shelter where they would
be free from any intrusion.~
Miss Daisey had been elected as captain of the little company.
Her only purpose in the organization was to assist the others in
selecting homesteads in the new country. Each of the young
women was armed with a rifle and revolver, and lVIiss Daisey
claimed that they were fully capable of taking care of themselves.
Each had a horse. They maintained military discipline and kept an
armed guard day and night.:)
The company had been organized in Kansas City and the members of the company represented six states: four from Kentucky,
two from Missouri, one from Texas, one from Tennessee, two
from New York, and one from Illinois. The eldest was twentysix and the youngest twenty-four. Among them were two
graduates from Smith College and one from Monticello College
in Illinois. Miss Daisey boasted that all of the young ladies were
educated and had been accustomed to refined homes in the past.
The company had pooled its resources and had banked nearly
$2500 to be used in developing their claims. They intended eventually to build a town from which they did not intend to exclude
men; they claimed to have friends who would join them and
assist in controlling their town. However, men were not welcome
in their camp. One reporter stated in reference to the ladies' determination to keep out intruders, "The known character of the
Captain would prevent any man who has resided in this Territory
any length of time from forcing his attention upon them." 10
The company of young ladies prided themselves in being able
to outwit the military whose job it was to eject "sooners" in favor
of the "honest settlers." When asked about the "sooner" class of the
law, Miss Daisey said that her company could conscientiously take
the oath that they were not "sooners" since they were not in lands
upon which man could live and they were simply camped there
for self-protection.11
On April 16, Miss Daisey left the camp and traveled fifty miles to
El Reno for supplies and a list of the allotment sites which the
Indians had claimed by preemption. There she talked to reporters
who recognized her from previous openings. After the interview,
she went about her duties. Then she obtained a copy of the Indian
allotments. She intended to wait until dark and ride all night back
to the camp, hoping to reach there by 3:00 a.m. the following
morning. 1 ~
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However, i\1liss Daisey was a bit over-confident about her ability
to get back to camp. She was caught by the troops five miles short
of her destination and escorted across the eastern line of the
Cheyenne lands to the town of Okarche. She returned to El Heno
where reporters immediately gathered around her. She gave them
a detailed account of her ride and capture the night before but
expressed pride that her colony had so far escaped detection. She
said that when she had left El Heno the night before, she had ridden rapidly along in the darkness, keeping her bearings by occasionally striking a match and looking at her compass. About
midnight she crossed a stream and came upon a group of about
twenty ·'sooners.'' She was challenged by the group and talked
with them for a moment. She explained why she was there and
showed them her pack horse which carried the provisions. They
allowed her to pass. When she was ncar the canyon, just at claybreak, she was surprised by two cavalrymen who had been making
a night patrol. They called for her to surrender. She complied, and
one soldier escorted her from the territory. Miss Daisey ended her
interview by stating her determination to leave for camp again that
evening, but going this time in a round-about way which would
mean a ride of sixty-five miles. 1 ' 1
Since Miss Daisey did not give the names of her associates to
reporters, it is not known whether they succeeded in their scheme.
However, if they were discovered, the discovery was not reported.
Also, Miss Daisey was not discouraged, for in the next opening,
she was involved in a similar, though legal, scheme.
The fourth land opening in which she participated was that of
the Cherokee Strip, which was opened by a run on September 16,
1893. The Strip was a vast tract of land which lay between the
Osage reservation and what is now the panhandle of Oklahoma.
In this opening, Miss Daisey led a group of thirty-six women,
twenty-two of whom succeeded in establishing claim to 480 wellwatered and well-timbered acres of land. They hauled lumber and
built a fifteen room house. They plowed and planted their crops.
By early 1894 they were the proud owners of three teams, two
cows, chickens, and other stock. They could be seen going about
their work, dressed in short skirts that came just below their
knees and heavy woolen leggings reaching from their ankles to
their knees . As one commentary said, they appeared "in a fit condition to hold their own and carry out their plucky plan." 14
Miss Daisey, herself, did not remain in the Strip. Instead, she
made periodic trips to the homestead site from her home near
Guthrie. From one such trip in late December, 1893, she returned
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to find that thieves had broken into her house and robbed her of
valuables and goods amounting to five hundred dollars. 10 By late
1894, when she filed her intent to make final proof on her claim
in Oklahoma County, she was married to one Andreas E. J.
U eland-Svegeborg.1 u
There were few other women homeseekers who made themselves
well-known by their activities, yet they were present in great numbers in all of the Oklahoma land openings. The opening of the
Oklahoma lands in 1889 resulted in a number of women claimants.
Some ran for town lots. A correspondent for the St. Louis Weekly
Globe-Democrat described one this way: "A lady who came by
train after a lot, and who meant having one, had to run over a
mile to carry out her plan, but she gathered her dress around her
and rushed along, stumbling once or twice, but never flagging
until she sank exhausted on the first vacant lot she found." 17
On the eve of the Cheyenne-Arapaho opening, the Kansas City
Daily Times recalled some other events concerning women during
the 1889 opening. One incident involved a Missouri woman who
rode horseback from Arkansas City, Kansas, to the edge of Oklahoma Lands. During the rush, she was among the first to the
Guthrie townsite where she "bounced on one of the best lots,
near the government office, and stood her ground." Two attempts
were made to jump her claim, but she held the jumpers off for
two days with a revolver. She was then told that the lot was in
the middle of the street, but she still refused to move. It was found
that her lot was in the proper place. She got it registered and
later leased it for twenty years at a good price.l 8
Hundreds of other women succeeded in establishing their claims
on a quarter section of land, either for their families or, if single,
for themselves. In a list of such claimants, the names of women
appear quite frequently_!!) Many gave valuable assistance to their
husbands and brothers who made the run. One news report lauded
them thus: "In hundreds of instances it was their ready wit and
supporting courage that enabled men to keep the claims they acquired, and often the women guarded the place while the men
went to the distant town for provisions. The bravery that fights
poverty and trouble is perhaps as glorious as that which handles
revolvers, and the patient, hopeful wives and mothers in the
'prairie schooners,' keeping up the strength of weary children and
their own weary hearts by the mere force of their indomitable will,
deserve a credit as lasting and loud-sounding as any of the prairie
heroines." 20
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Still other women in the opening of 1889 practiced the hated
crime of claim jumping. A newspaper man in the newly created
town of Oklahoma City told of one such incident that nearly resulted in tragedy. On the south side of Main Street, across from
his office, a claimholder built a frame building, 10 x 12 feet, and
rented it for a month to a lady who opened a candy shop. At the
end of the month, she refused to vacate the premises and claimed
'that the lot was hers. The owner went to the mayor, W . L. Couch,
who dispatched three policemen to the scene. The woman began
screaming. In a moment, a mob of men were milling about in
front of the establishment. The woman still refused to go so the
policemen picked her up, still screaming, and dumped her in the
street. Her screams angered the mob who cursed the policemen
who backed up, their guns drawn, as the mob got their ropes ready
for a lynching. At the moment when it looked as if they would
have their w ay, a squad of soldiers arrived. With bayonets fixed,
they dispersed the mob and averted the lync:hing.~ 1 The would-be
lady claim jumper, of course, had to vacate the premises.
A number of women also made the run into the Iowa, Sac-Fox,
and Shawnee-Pottawatomie lands in 1891. At Tohee, on the Iowa
line east of Guthrie, impatience got the best of one. She crossed
the line before the signal, and a deputy marshal brought her back.
She crossed the line again and was told once more to return. Instead of doing so, she pulled a revolver from her dress pocket and
opened fire upon the officer. The deputy returned fire, hitting her
and shattering her leg just below the knee. Of course, she did not
make the race. When the race started at noon, she was left on
the Oklahoma side of the border, stretched under a tree. Then a
hackman brought her to Guthrie for treatment. ~~ Other women
were more fortunate and succeeded in establishing their claims to
homesteads and townlots in the newly opened lands.
Likewise, hundreds of women, besides Annetta Daisey's "sooners," were involved in the run into the Cheyenne-Arapaho lands in
1892. There was a "premature" run when some unauthorized person fired a revolver an hour and a half before the starting time.
Soldiers from Fort Reno brought about fifty "sooners" back to the
starting line; among them were several women. When the run actually occurred, two long Rock Island trains, loaded with homeseekers,
raced for the townsite of Okarche with its 6,800 lots. In the scramble for lots, over twenty women successfully drove stakes. ~a
Some women came by wagon. A Mrs. Hubbard, the wife of a
hotel keeper in Kingfisher, received a broken wrist when her
\.vagon, loaded with other ladies, overturned in the rush.~4
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Others ran on foot. The St Louis Globe-Democrat carried the
story of Mrs. Margaret Newton of Caldwell, Kansas . It seems that
her husband had deserted her and her four children. Somehow she
got to Kingfisher and then walked to the border of the CheyenneArapaho reservation, leaving the three older children in town and
carrying a baby in her arms. Just before the run, a woman from
Kingfisher offered to bold the child until Mrs. Newton could try
for a claim. vVhen the signal came, she ran among the people and
dashing horses, crossed the twenty-rod line, and drove a stake in
a claim. She had to drive people away from her claim, but she
held it. vVhen those around her learned of her story, they cheered
her on. Some men took her to town and helped her file on her
claim. Others brought lumber and helped her build a house for
her and her children. Said the Globe-Democrat, "It is safe to say
that any man that jumps that claim will have to say his prayers
looking down the muzzle of a dozen winchesters held by the rough
men who admire the pluck of the little woman."~u
Other women were not lucky enough to find protection and had
to face the violence of the land rush alone. Such was the case of
a young Guthrie woman who was the fifth person to file a claim
at the Oaklahoma Land Office and who had staked a claim adjoining the townsite of Arapahoe. She told that men and women
were trampled in the mad rush for the door of the land office. The
young lady, herself, was seriously injured. It took her an li.our to
get out of the office after she had filed her claim. During the
process, she was nearly crushed to death several times from the
press of bodies, and she saw one man struck on the head and
fatally injured. Nevertheless, she survived . ~ 6
In the opening of the Cherokee Strip in 1893, women were reported among the most successful of the townsite organizers and
speculators. In early September of that year a group of twelve
women met in Arkansas City, Kansas, and decided to work out a
scheme by which they hoped to ultimately depopulate two of the
county seats set aside by the Secretary of the Interior. The county
seats were unnamed because such sites were a source of speculation, for the location of a county seat meant that a town there
would prosper and likely be the business center for the county. At
the meeting the women decided to cast their lots with a plan to
create a town company of their own and build a town that would
compete with the county seat, wherever it was located.
On the following morning, fourteen women, headed by Miss
Effie Williamson, described as "a refined delicate little twentythree year old woman," bec::,~me members and paid their fees. The
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plan was to obtain two quarter sections, or 310 acres, ei ther by
trade or entry and on the Monday following the opening have a
public drawing for lots, those remaining to be the property of the
association. Within a short time two hundred men had cast their
lot with the scheme and the new town company began exerting
every energy to bring it off. By that same afternoon business men
were said to have entered the plan. The company had as its objective to start with :1000 members, all heads of families or single
individuals. ~ 7 This scheme, however, was only one of many that
were doomed to failure.
There were other women who, at the same time, planned "to go
it alone." One reporter told of observing a black woman, wearing
a red plume in her hat, at the race track near Arkansas City where
she was training and hardening her horse for the run on September 16. She was obese, but those who observed her in training
stated that she was one of the best riders on the track. Upon
being asked about her intentions in the opening, she said that
she was interested only in getting a homestead. Other riders felt
that she would likely be among the first in the rac e.~ ~
During the week preceding the opening, temperatures sometimes
reached one hundred degrees in the shade, and a hot, dust-filled
wind blew across the prairies. Many . homeseekers succum~ed to
the heat, some of them dying. Some of the stricken were encamped on the boundaries of the Cherokee Strip, but most were
standing in the long lines before the registration booths, waiting
to obtain certificates that would allow them to make the run. At
Orlando on September 13, twenty were overcome by the heat, two
of them dying. One of the latter was Kate Sayles of McPherson,
Kansas. 29
The run itself was as violent as those that had preceded it. One
reporter described it as follows: "The shout of men, the screaming
of women, the neighing of frightened horses, the cracking of whips,
the creaking of prairie schooners, the rattling of wheels, the clatter of hoofs, and the explosion of fire-arms combined to make the
confusion of sounds in keeping with the general confusion of the
start, and to render the scene one of indescribable pandemonium."
This same writer continues: "Here women engage in the race for
a prize, and there are men and women chasing over the prairie for
the same piece of land. During the long, hot days of registration,
when standing in line in the blazing hot sun, which entailed great
suffering, the men chivalrously surrendered to the weaker sex the
places in the lines. There is no chivalry now.":Jo
As in other runs, the dangers of the land rush were not the only
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ones women homeseekers had to face in the Cherokee Strip. There
was always the threat of claim jumpers, but somehow the hardy
breed of women proved themselves capable of handling the situations as they arose. A case in point was Miss Agnes Jones who
established a claim twenty miles north of Perry. Within a year,
she had built a "nice" home on it. In the fall of 1894, she went
to Kansas to visit friends . Upon her return she found her claim
jumped and a man named Sam Bartell living in her house. She
ordered him to leave, but he refused. Miss Jones then opened fire
with a pistol, hitting Bartell three times. Said one commentary,
"Bartell vacated the homestead, of course. Miss Jones' plan was
severe, yet effectual in proving her claim."31
In 1901 the seventh opening took place - that of the Big Pasture
in the southern part of the Kiowa-Comanche country. This opening differed from earlier ones. The large area of land was divided
into two districts, the El Reno and Lawton districts. Registration
was held at each, and those desiring to obtain claim to a quarter
section of land were required to register for a lottery. To qualify,
one had to be twenty-one years of age or the head of a family
and the owner of no more than one hundred sixty acres of land in
any state or territory. A total of one hundred seventy thousand
persons had entered the lottery by closing time. This gave each
person less than one chance in twelve of receiving a claim.
August 6 was the date of the drawing. The first name drawn
in the Lawton District was that of James R. Wood, who had first
choice of 6,500 claims. The second name was that of Mattie Beal, a
young. Wichita, Kansas telephone compaqy employee. for some reason, when the townsite of Lawton had been positioned, it fell in an
area bounded on the west, north, and east by Indian and military
reserves. That left the land lying on the south open for claims.
The amount of land that bordered the townsite on the south was
a strip one mile wide, or the width of two quarter sections lying
side by side. When Wood stepped up to the land commissioner's
booth to make his claim, he made a claim that left Mattie Beal
with the bitterest disappointment of her life. It was commonly
thought that the first winner would choose one of the two qua1ter
sections adjoining Lawton on the south and that the second would
then select the remaining quarter section. When Wood made his
claim, he claimed a one hundred sixty acre plot that ran the entire
length of the townsite. His attorney, who accompanied him, stated
to the land commissioner that under the homestead law it made
no difference what form the land chosen was in, just as long as
the forty acre tracts were in a continuous section.
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Mattie Beal protested, but her protests were in vain. The commissioners awarded Wood the one hundred sixty acres he chose.
This action closed off the townsite from the young lady who was
forced to select the land immediately back of the number one
selection and running like the former, the entire width of the
townsite. 32 Mattie Beal then had her attorney, John I. Calvert of
Guthrie, to file contest papers against Wood's selection. By the
time this action became known, over five hundred businessmen in
Lawton had signed contest papers, too, which alleged that Wood
violated both the spirit and letter of the homestead acP~
Those anxious to receive a claim to a quarter section of land
and those interested in purchasing a lot on which to build a residence or business had occupied most of the claim that Wood had
made. Following the lottery, these settlers refused to move and
several had begun to sink wells and contract with builders to have
permanent dwellings erected. Wood continued to act unconcerned
about the settlers and the ill feelings toward him for his selection
in the lottery. His attorneys continued to declare that his selection
was a legitimate one .~ 4
Near the end of August the Acting Secretary of the Interior
rendered a decision refusing to order a hearing on the charges
made against Wood. He felt that the selection had not been taken
for speculative reasons rather than agricultural, even though the
land was occupied at the time by settlers who occupied it for trade
or business. The Secretary's opinion was that the selection was not
in violation of the letter or the spirit of the law, and that the fact
that there were homesite settlers on the land at the time Wood
made his entry did not affect his right of entry. The land was not
subject to appropriation for townsite purposes and no person was'
authorized to enter on the land or occupy it for purposes of trade
or business. The opinion further said that no such occupancy by
businessmen or settlers could defeat the right of the owner to
enter his claim. According to the provisions of the homestead act,
the claim was validY;; Thus, Mattie Beal lost her bid for what
proved to be a most valuable claim.
One section of what is now Oklahoma was not opened by land
rush, lottery, or allotment. It was No-Man's Land or Old Beaver
County, now the panhandle of the State, which was simply opened
to homestead entry. Because of its dry climate and short grass, it
was best suited for cattle raising and was therefore not considered
choice agricultural land.
Women were instrumental in its development. In 1896, seven
young women of Beaver City filed on a quarter section of land
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apiece and formed a cattle company. They hoped to draw more
women of the area in their organization. Their story made the
pages of the Chicago Tribune. With tongue in cheek, the editor
called it the "Young Woman's Bloomer Cattle Raising Company,
Limited," and blamed its establishment on the bicycle which, in
turn, had caused the advent of bloomers. He wrote, "Fancy a
young woman in skirts trying to climb a barbed wire fence!
Imagine a belle of No-Man's Land riding a bucking broncho after
the fashion of th e old skirted women! Picture a p etticoated lady
grabbing a steer by the hind hoof and stretching it helpless
on the plain! These things require bloomers, not skirts. The very
sight of a skirt would stampede the wild beef critter of the
prairie . . . . The future indeed looks rosy for the fair sex of
Beaver City. And yet perchance there is one rift in the lute. The
wild and wooly beef critters may someday discover the difference
between a bloomer creature and a man.":; 6
Thus, sometimes chided, ridiculed, and abused, but more often
praised, women assumed a vigorous role in the settling of the new
Territory of Oklahoma. In recognition of these and other pioneer
women of the West, E. W. Marland, oil magnate of Ponca City
and later Governor of the State, caused a statue to be erect~d in
their honor in his city. The huge bronze of a mother and child
was created by Bryan Baker. Dedicated on April 22, 1930, the
forty-first anniversary of the Oklahoma Run of 1889, the Pioneer
Woman stands today as one of the best-known monuments in the
State of Oklahoma.
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The decline of the missions, coupled with the Mexican Government's disdain for the diocesan system of ecclesial administration, all but destroyed the Catholic Church in California during
the latter part of the 1840's. Three years before he died, the area's
proto-bishop, Fray Francisco Garcia Diego y Moreno, warned
Mexico City's officialdom that its failure to comply with the obligations voluntarily assumed in the original petition to the Holy
See 1 would surely militate against the immediate appointment of
his successor.~ The prelate pointed out that it had long been the
policy of the Sacred Constitutional Congregation to de.m and certain minimal requirements prior to advancing a territory to episcopal status, few of which, though promised, had been fulfilled in
the Californias. For this and other prudential reasons, the message
to the Minister of Justice announcing the bishop's death discretely
suggested that intervention with the Holy See, at the presidential
level, might be a useful means of prodding Rome into naming a
new shepherd for the orphaned church.a
Fortuitously, Mexico City's Metropolitan See was also vacant,
as Archbishop Manuel Posada y Guarduiio had died on April 30,
1846, the same day Francisco Garcia Diego. lt was only on October 7, 1847, that the "Chapter officially designated Father Jose
Maria Gonzales Rubio, 4 a long-time associate of the deceased
b~shop, as Administrator for the Diocese of Both Californias."
Contemporary accounts of those years reveal that the state was
"Catholic at heart." One account said there were "Catholics scattered in every town and village, up every mountain and valley."
Since many had grown careless and indifferent about their commitments, the area possessed "a people who conversion would be
a great triumph to the Church, as well as an inestimable blessing
to the recipient of the graces and consolations following their
conversion."G
The discovery of gold, on January 24, 1848, in the south fork
of the American River, some miles from Sacramento, provoked
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a whole new range of challenges for the struggling Church in California. The subsequent influx of peoples from various parts of the
nation and world called for considerably more clerical personnel
than the orphaned diocese could muster. The 100,000 immigrants
that swarmed into the state by the end of the following year represented a migration "so stupendous as to out-rank in point of
numbers anything of its kind in the nation's history, and to stand
on equal footing with some of the great world movements of
population."7
Though a fair proportion of the new arrivals were Catholic, a
head-count of available clergy indicates that there were only
seven Franciscans and five secular priests, all Spaniards or Mexicans, most of them unfamiliar or ill-at-ease with the English language, to serve their needs. The indefatigable Administrator's
intensified efforts to provide additional clerics is reflected in a
pastoral letter, on May 30, 1848, in which he outlined the necessity for more "evangelical workers ... who by their sound doctrine,
edifying conduct and apostolic spirit, can bravely uphold in this
diocese of the Californias the noble edifice of the religion of Jesus
Christ." Father Gonzalez Rubio confided that the Church in California was entirely destitute of means, noting that even the sources
which it formerly possessed in the mission system and the aid derived from the Pious Fund 8 and similar sources had all
disappeared. 9
A measure of the concern exhibited for the shepherdless diocese
can be gleaned from a cross-section of correspondence exchanged
with outside churches. Early in 1848, for example, Edward H Harrison, asked a friend to inform Archbishop Samuel Eccleston 10
that the 200 Catholics in San Francisco desparately wanted an
English-speaking priest to look after their spiritual wants.U A
similar plea was addressed to the Archbishop of Baltimore by
Jonathan D . Stevenson, a prominent non-Catholic military official,
who reported that the handful of priests in Southern California,
most of them either aged or infirm, had "forfeited the respect of
their parishioner's" by their careless way-of-life. 12 Eccleston forwarded Stevenson's letter to the Sacred Congregation of Propaganda Fide, along with some personal suggestions about prompt
remedial action. 1:1
A memorandum from James Hardie, an army lieutenant, described how California's once-prosperous Church beheld itself
"at this moment without even the most necessary ailment and
seems to appeal in vain to her children for that support without
which she must even cease to exist."H Further evidence came to
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Eccleston's attention six months later from Frederick Chatard, an
officer in the United States Navy, who reported that San Francisco's religious complexion was composed of "a wild motley set of
all nations & creeds" where "the Golden Calf alone is worship·
ped." It was his contention that of the available priests, none
was really "suitable for the present population emigrating to
Upper California." 1 "
Concern for the ecclesial plight of the Far West was shared by
other members of the American hierarchy. When Bishop John
Hughes of New York solicited the view of Jose De la Guerra, an
outstanding Santa Barbara layman,l 6 he was bluntly told that the
area required a Spanish-speaking prelate to coordinate and expand
the work inaugurated by the existing, but wholly inadequate
clerical recruits. 17 Hughes had already proposed that the Holy See
be appraised about the importance of appointing one or more
Bishops for that and other recently acquired portions of United
States territory."18
It was within this context that Joseph Warren Revere ( 18121880), 19 a grandson of the famous hero of revolutionary times, ~ 0
figures into the ecclesial picture of transitional California. An educated and practicing Catholic, Revere wrote to Archbishop Eccleston, on October 29, 1848, 21 with his appraisal of the problems
facing the struggling People of God along the Pacific Slope. It is
that eleven page missive,~ 2 mailed from New York City that is
here presented.
1.

For the text of the petition, see Francis J. Weber, Francisco Garcia
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3. AALA, Libro Borradot·, Entry for May l, 1846.
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p. 199.
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1, 1848. For the full text of Stevenson's letter, see Willard E. Wight,
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(August, 1957), 289-292.
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Born in Boston, May 17, 1812, Joseph entered the Navy as a midshipman and, in 1828, sailed on his first visit to California. He returned
to Monterey, aboard the USS Portsmouth, under the command of
Captain John Montgomery, in . April, 1846, where he was able to
"watch over the rapid developments immediately preceding the war
with Mexico." See Russell E. Belous, "A Revere in California;" Museum Association Quarterly XVII (Spring, 1961), 5. In the absence of
army pe-rsonnel, Revere personally lowered the Bear and unfurled the
American standard, at Sonoma, on July 9, 1846. He remained there
for about six months, establishing the usual routine of patrons and
scouts. Revere was also able to make numerous excursions, during which
he visited all the parts of the district subject to his jurisdiction. In
October, 1846, Lieutenant Revere acquired the estate of San Geronimo,
about five miles from San Rafael. Shortly thereafter, he was transferred
to San Diego. He participated in hoisting the stars and stripes at La
Paz, thus having the honor of raising the American flag at the most
northerly and southerly points of the Californias. After the war, Revere
returned by ship to Boston, but was ordered back to California as agent
for the protection of live oak and other naval timber lands. In 1850,
he resigned from the Navy and entered business as a merchant seaman.
He purchased part interest in a clipper ship in partnership with Sandy
McGregor. Revere served briefly as an instructor in artillery for the
Mexican Government. He returned to the United States, in 1853, and
in later years functioned as a military consultant to various European
governments. He associated himself with the United States Army, in
1861, where he eventually rose to the rank of Brigadier General.
Revere was indeed a "grandson" and not a "nephew," as reported in
John B. McGloin, S.J., California's First Archbishop. The Life of Joseph
Sadoc Alemany, O.P. 1814-1888 (New York, 1966), p. 68.
In the footnote to a peculiarly-distorted six line excerpt from this letter,
one author compounds carelessness with inaccuracy by citing the letter
as "undated, no place of composition indicated." See "The California
Catholic Church, 1840-1849: A Report on Religion," Records of the
American Catholic Historical Society LX (December, 1949), 219.
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Letter from Joseph Revere
October 29, 1848
Although I have not the honor of a personal acquaintance, I am
emboldened by the widely spread reputation you enjoy for affability of character, 1 to address you a few lines on a subject which
concerns the welfare of the Church, of which you are so influential
a dignitary, and of a whole people; by the operation of recent
events; become interesting to their Roman Catholic brethren of
the United States.
I allude to the population of the territory of Upper California now
forming an integral portion of the Republic of one of the finest
districts of which I had the command/ during the first military
occupation of that territory by the military and naval forces
of the U.S.
During my sojourn among this interesting people, I made many
promises to represent their earnest desire to have sent to them
from the Atlantic states the spiritual aid, of which they stand in
so much need; on my return here, and I now beg to be permitted
to reciprocate the hospitality I received, by adding my humble
prayer to theirs in behalf of so noble an enterprise as a mission
to that country.
The fertile and beautiful province of Upper California recently
acquired by treaty with Mexico, borders on the Pacific ocean for
ten degrees of latitude North of the parrallel (sic) of 32°, and
that portion of which I am personally acquainted, lying west of the
Sierra Nevada, possesses a delightful and balmy climate, unsurpassed fertility of soil, and scenery totally different from any in
our eastern states and of the same character with that of Southwestern Europe, divided into lofty mountains, and well timbered
uplands, spreading into lovely valleys, where the grape and the
olive, and other productions of Italy and Spain flourish in their
greatest luxuriance.
Excepting the great alluvial valleys of the San Joaquin and the
Sacramento, there are no valley regions where periodical overflows
take place, as in the great valleys of the Mississippi and Ohio, etc.
and consequently, in no other portions is the settler exposed to the
malaria engendered by the decomposition of vegetable matter
and the train of diseases it brings with it.
The commercial advantages of this fine country are also unequalled ands its maritime littoral is indented with the very best
harbours, which can be justly called the best in the Pacific.
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It would far exceed the limits of this letter, indeed, would also
probably add to its tediousness, to recapitulate all the advantages
of this noble territory, destined at no distant day to be the seat of
an empire on the Pacific, for a large emigration may confidently
expected.
·
The white population of this country, at present, does not exceed
ten thousand and of whom about eight thousand are of Mexican
descent and two or three thousand Americans and Europeans of
various nations. There are also some eight or ten thousand "Christians," - Indians converted by the fathers of the missions - and,
to conclude with this slight estimate of the population - at the
least computation, fifty thousand "Gentiles," or unconverted wild
Indians live in their "Rancherias" or villages in different parts of
the territory, but mostly in the gorges of the Sierra Nevada.
The first - those of Mexican descent - are all professing Roman
Catholics, and have been brought up in that faith. The Americans
and other emigrants number also many of the Catholic faith, particular those from the valley of the Mississippi, where the labors
of the missionaries of the Church - as is well known to you have been crowned with a great success. The "Christianos" or
Christian Indians have nearly relapsed into a state of barbarism,
since the secularization of the Missions by the Mexican government in 1832, and the consequent abandonment of them by the
good fathers.
These Indians have also carried with them among their "Gentile"
brethren most of the vices and few of the virtues of civilization.
The California Indians are however a docile and indolent race,
and although not professing the warlike character of the aborigines of the eastern part of this continent, still possess sufficient
intelligence to reward the efforts of the religious philanthropists.
It will thus be seen that by far the greater portion of Californians are by believe, and principle Roman Catholics, and I can
add with the firmest conviction, that they are strongly attached
to that Church, to which they feel the deepest affection, and raise
their children in the same belief, having known none other up
to the present time.
In all that country, at the time of my departure in the summer
of the past year, not, one single Catholic clergyman of education,
intelligence, or superior virtue, existed. The whole clerical functions of the entire province was in the hands of four Mexican
priests, three of whom were either full blooded or three quarter
Indians, one a Spaniard and none possessing the respect of the
population, apart from their clerical character, for reasons which
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- not01ious as they were in the country - I should hesitate to
name from respect to so virtuous and elevated a prelate as him
I have now the honor of addressing.
These four being the only persons bearing the clerical character
in so widely spread a country - the population being chiefly
engaged in pastoral pursuits and widely separated from each other
- I have known the dead to remain unburied and the dying often
departing without any of the usual consolations of the church,
and in the village of Sonoma, the centre of a population of two
thousand whites and an equal number of Indians. I have only
known Mass to be performed twice in the course of six months.
The property of the Church, is great in value and needs supervision by some authorized agent deputed for that purpose, the
condition of things haveing changed by the political change within country and change of government.
The landed property belonging to the different missions was
formerly very large and immense herds grazed upon it yeilding
(sic) a handsome income to the mission, which was employed by
the good fathers in converting the Indian and other purposes,
erecting buildings, drains, fencing and otherwise improving
land, etc.
When the missions were deprived of their property and the
good fathers driven forth from their missions, the improvements
fell to ruin, the fields remained unturned and the entire splendid
establishment fell to ruin, and I know of no more melaancholy
sight than one of these deserted missions at the present time.
Large tracts in the immediate vicinity of the mission buildings
however were set aside for the maintenance of the establishment
and selected as these were in the first forming of these "presidios,"
by the priests and government officers, they now form some of
the most valuable landed property in California. These lands I
say, were reserved for the church, and to that c}l'..!rch it still must
belong, but as the existence of a regular congregation does not
now seem apparent, owing to the absence of regular clergymen,
etc, hence the necessity of forming one, which can only be done
by a clergyman of that denomination, of which the Californians
form part. Under the Mexican govenui1ent the Church and State
being united, the priests were salaried, and supported by the
government. True, the salary was not regularly paid, but the principle of the State being obliged to support the priest existed and
the authority of the State was often called to aiel the church in
collecting contributions.
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The population being presumed all Catholics the Church as a
corporate body might hold property as such.
Now, it will readily be seen, the same state of things cannot
exist, for the American Government not acknowledging any preference in religion, has already discontinued the priests salaries,"
and would probably acknowledge the title to the property, were
it questioned, to be settled in the courts of law, either to settlers
in the land by pre-emption, or did a protestant religious society
form so numerously as to make itself master of the church, and
land in its vicinity, to keep possession.
The mission buildings are of great value although many of them
are in ruins and might be easily repaired, among the latter class I
might mention that of San Luis Rey, and that of Santa Barbara.
·('
This state of things calls for prompt action on the part of the
Church and early attention to many details concerning the property of the Church, might prevent future litigation to a great extent.
It is highly probable that the priests have already left California
in obedience to the orders of their temporal and spiritual superiors,
the diocesan of Sonora, or Sinaloa in Mexico 4
I think, from the most ample opportunities of personal observation there is not in the world at present so ample and glorious
a field for the operations of the devout Roman Catholic missionary
than is opened in this climate arid country, with the advantages of
education and virtuous aspirations. The previous attachment already deeply rooted in the hearts of this neglected, simple hearted
and friendly people towards the Ancient Church, the beauty of
the country, the advantages of a good form of Government, now
introduced among them, and the independence and wealth of the
inhabitants, all combine to make it one of the most attractive
[
] to which a clergyman of generous aspirations
could aspire to.
Any one of education and personal dignity of character, appearing as a priest of the Roman Catholic Church, no matter what his
country, or language, would be warmly received, more particularly
if the great cause of education was combined with that of our
holy Religion.
I am about to go out to that country myself" and if I could
carry back the assurance to the many anxious inquiries I am sure
there will be, that they are remembered, with the sanction of yourself most reverend sir, I shall be most happy to receive a line in
answer to this, I fear, lengthy and tedious epistle.G
You will, I am sure, give me credit for the sincerity of my wish
to do all in my humble means to benefit the great cause of restor-
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ing the lost sheep to the fold in that distant though most interesting country.
With an apology for taxing your time and patience through so
long a letter, 7 and with the hope that the objects for which it was
written will meet with your approval and support I have the honor to be, most reverend sir, with the deepest respect,
Your obt. servt,
W. Revere
Lieut. U.S. Navy

J.
l.

2.

3.
4.

6.

7.

Samuel Eccleston (1801-18.51), the Archbishop of Baltimore, was the
Maryland-born Sulpician who had headed the nation's premier jurisdiction since 1834.
Revere's command encompassed the district on the north side of San
Francisco Bay, garrisoned by Company B, California Battalion Mounted
Riflemen.
This statement is misleading inasmuch as the "salaries" of the friars
had long since been suspended.
The whole concept of secularization embodied the notion of replacing
religious with secular clergy. In California, however, that actuality was
never realized, since the Diocese of Sonora had a critical personnel
shortage of its own and could ill afford to dispatch priests into the
missionary frontiers.
Apparently Revere's letter to Archbishop Eccleston brought a re sponse, for the Boston-born seaman wrote again, some months later,
acknowledging "your kind letter in answer to the communication
which I had the honor of addressing you in behalf of the Catholics of
this country." See AAB, Joseph Revere to Samuel Eccleston, San Francisco, April 29, 1849.
Revere's name is remembered by bibliographers as the author of A
Tour of Duty in California (New York, 1849) and Keel and Saddle: A
Retrospect of Forty Years of Military and Naval Service (Boston,
1872). That Revere was far-sighted is indicated by · the following sentiment on the last page of the former volume.
Perhaps a hundred years hence some curious book-worm . . . will be
tempted to find out what was said and predicted of California at the
eventful period of her annexation to the United States .. . The poor
Indians will then have passed away; the rancheros will be remembered
only as the ancient proprietors of broad lands . . . the Grizzly Bear
will live only in books and tradition . .. and California . . . will she
have become populous and enlightened, the seat of arts and learning,
the generous rival of her elder sisters in all that is lively and of good
report among men? Will not her arts of peace flourish beyond example,
and the majestic tread of man still press onwards towards a yet more
glorious Destiny?
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THE STOCKTON OlYMPIC
ClUB REliVED
BY SALLY VANDYKE

Thirty-five years ago this July, a small team of Stockton athletes
set out across country to the National AAU Long Course Swimming Championships in Louisville, Kentucky. Headed by Gordon
Corson, Coach of the Stockton Olympic Club, the four-member
swim team, began its five-day journey to the Mid-west.
The members of the team included Ralph Wright, Stockton's top
bi·eaststroker, Paul Herron, freestyler, and one of the West Coast's
top backstrokers, Fred Van Dyke. A diver Johnny Hood, also made
the trip and all had hopes of placing in national competition.
Upon leaving Stockton, Coach Corson and his four-man team
had goals of being in top contention with the greatest swim teams
in the nation. Practicing every day for an hour, they felt quite confident that their stay in Louisville would be a success. And so
it was!
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The little swim team from Stockton, California, placed fifth in
the largest swim meet in the nation. The relay team of Wright,
Herron, and Van Dyke took third place and the team left Louiseville with a nationally · recognized reputation. Paul Herron and
Fred Van Dyke, after their performance, were named alternates
to the United States traveling team to Europe, an honor not
achieved by many.
The Stockton Olympic Baths, home of the Stockton Olympic
Club, was considered by some as "the swim Emporium of the
West." It was an indoor pool, forty yards long by twenty yards
wide, located on Aurora Street across from the old Fremont
School. It was heated by a hotwater spring and its average temperature was ninety degrees all year round. It provided an ideal
setting for any athlete wishing to become a great swimmer.
Coach Gordon Corson took over the Olympic Club in 1934 after
former coach, Eric Hebe, resigned. Hebe was also a nationally
recognized coach as he trained two swimmers, Reg and Art Goldwater, into national prominence. "The Goldwater Boys," as they
were called in the swimming circles were the fastest swimmers
on the West Coast. It was these two young men, along with the
coaching of Eric Hebe that developed the reputation of the Olympic Club. When Eric Hebe drowned off the coast of Ft. Bragg
in the 1930's, Gordon Corson took on the role as head coach.
The team continued to grow and it soon became one of the
largest and strongest teams on the West Coast. On March 7, 1938,
John Peri of the Stockton Record, quoted Coach Corson who
stated, "I can get the best swimmers on the coast to come here
if the people who like swimming help me pay expenses by attending our meets." Corson continued, "Swimming is one sport in
which our home boys can meet the best in the country with a fair
chance of success, and I feel that it should be encouraged."
Before leaving for the national championships in Kentucky in
1938, the Stockton boys had gained several strong achievements
to hold their confidence in national competition.
Paul Herron and Ralph Wright had gained many titles in the
Pacific Association (Northern California) and broke several records in the freestyle and breaststroke events, respectively. These
two men were feared by any swimmer in California and gained
recognition and national ratings. Fred Van Dyke, one of the fastest
backstrokers in the nation, broke a world record in the 220 yard
backstroke in the Olympic Baths pool. The only problem with
this, was that he happend to take second place in the race to
Adolph Keifer, former 1936 Olympic gold medalist. Although his
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world record was never recognized, that day Van Dyke became
second in the world to Keifer.
All three of these young Stocktonians had a great chance of
making the 1940 U.S. Olympic team, and their experience in Kentucky in 1938 would give them more background for Olympic competition. When the jubilant team returned from Kentucky they
had won four national medals. Herron took third place in the 100
meter freestyle, Van Dyke third in the 200 meter backstroke, Johnny Hood fifth place in the diving events, and the 300 meter medley relay team also earned a bronze medal.
After such a fine performance in Louisville, the team decided to
shoot for the next national championships that were to take place
in Detroit in 1939. This time they added a new member to their
club. Maioli Kalili, a Hawaiian and former gold medalist in the
1932 Olympics was found living in downtown Stockton by several
of the swimmers. Coach Corson talked Maioli into working out
for the year and competing for the Olympic Club in Detroit.
Maioli thus consented and became a great asset to the team.
In Spring of 1939, before the Detroit nationals, the Olympic
Club began to look even more promising than in 1938. However,
these 1939 nationals, as important as they may have been, were
only a stepping stone into what was to take place in 1940. This
year was to.hold the greatest goal of all for these men, the Olympic Games.
It was written by Goerge Lineer of the San Francisco Chronicle
on March 14, 1939 : "The record books at the present time point
to Paul Herron, Stockton's sensational Stanford University freshman, as the best of the lot. Herron has broken every Pacific Coast
swim mark that he tried for and apparently hasn't reached his
peak yet. A truly great freestyle swimmer, he should make the
Olympic team without much problem." Lineer continued, "Freddie
Van Dyke is not an imposing name when you think of physical
feats but don't let that fool you. Unless this writer misses his guess
young Freddie from the Stockton Olympic Baths is the next world's
champion in backstroke swimming and we are not losing sight
of Adolph Kiefer, who to date rates as the greatest backstroke
swimmer of all time."
The Olympics looked promising for these young swimmers, but
1940 was still a year away and the Detroit nationals were coming
up in the next few months. They had to be ready to leave for
Detroit in July and they wanted to be sure they could handle the
growing competition.
In Detroit, the team did not do as well as they had done the
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year before, but they were still in contention for the Olympics
coming up. They knew that they would need endless hours of
practice to make the Olympic team and they were willing to give
it everything they had. They returned home to begin to work.
Upon arriving home, to the shock of these Stockton athletes
and to great athletes all over the world, the 1940 Olympics had
been cancelled due to world hostilities. The dreams of making
the Olympic team had been shattered and World War II began.
In 1940 the Olympic Baths home of Stockton's greatest swimmers for several decades, was burned to the ground and a parking lot was put in its place. The Stockton Olympic Club was dispersed for good and all the swimmers that made it so successful
went their separate ways.
Gordon Corson, at that time moved to Oakland where he is
still living at present. Paul Herron, Fred Van Dyke, Ralph Wright
and Maioli Kalili went off to war and all returned safely. Several
years later, Kalili was killed in an accident in Alaska and in 1965
Ralph Wright, while living in Louisville, Kentucky, was brutally
murdered. At that time, he was head coach of the Plantation Swim
Club, one of the finest in Kentucky. Paul Herron is now living in
Sacramento where he is past coach and owner of the Corona Swim
Club and Fred Van Dyke is still living in Stockton and is head
coach of the Stockton Swim Club.
In 1940 swimming came to a halt in Stockton, until 1960. At this
time, small town swim teams began to emerge. By 1968 two large
swim teams took root in Stockton with hundreds of swimmers of
all ages competing. The great goal of having Stockton swimmers
compete in Olympic competition was relived in 1968 when June
Swagerty competed in Mexico City and won a bronze medal in
the 100 meter backstroke.
This triggered off the desire for Stockton swimmers to regain
the fame that they had in the past. Even though it has taken 35
years to recover, this lapse in time may be quickly forgotten at the
Montreal Olympics in 1967. For in all possibility, once again,
Stockton, California may be marked on the map as a home of
great swimmers.
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Stockton Record, Man:h 7, 1938, March 19, 1938, Aug. 15, 1939.
San Francisco· Chronicle, March 14, 1939.
John Peri, Sports Editor, Stockton Record (personal interview).
Fred Van Dyke, past member of Stockton Olympic: Club (personal
interview).

Book Revieu; Editor, ERNESTINE SMUTNY
SAND IN A WHIRLWIND : THE PAIUTE INDIAN WAR OF
1860, by Ferol Egan. (Garden City, Doubleday and Company,
Inc., New York, 1972.)
Reviewer: R. CoKE Wooo, Director, Pacific Center for Western
Historical Studies, UOP.
In this excellently researched and beautifully written book, Ferol
Egan has been able to do successfully a very difficult thing - combine reliable historical facts with his own philosophy and sympathy
for the Indians and present much of it in fictional dialogue. I find
no objection to this technique in telling a good historical story,
provided the historical facts are not compromised or perverted
and this certainly was not done because the author has an amazing amount of documentation for his statements and
characterization.
If the individuals did not say these things then Egan makes it
seem natural that they should have said them.
This is a fine example of a brilliant writer taking an old and
very well known historical event, the Paiute \Var of 1860, and by
a vivid description of the climate and geography and by an
imaginative but realistic characterization of the leaders of ·both
the Indians and the whites, giving the historical event new me~n
ing and significance.
His accurate description of the topographs of the area along the
Carson River and around Pyramid Lake which was the stronghold
of the Paiutes, indicates that he has spent much time exploring
the region and anyone who knows the country, even if only from
the highways, realizes the author knows the country well.
This gripping account of just one example of the conflict between the white man and the natives throughout the West is
timely b ecause it comes at a time when we are re-examining the
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role of the Indian in this struggle. The author makes it clear that
there were good and bad men on both sides.
I think the writer did this beautifully in his portrayal of the
great Chief Numaga of the Paiutes and his efforts to prevent a
war between the Indians and the white settlers.
My good friend and former teaching colleague at Stockton College, deserves high praise for his excellent presentation. His choice
of illustrations adds much to the pleasure of reading the book as
the reader has a chance to see old Chiefs Winnemucca ( Poito)
and Numaga and Captain Jim, Chief of the Washoes.
It is a valuable contribution to the literature of the West.
ON THE BORDER WITH CROOK, By John G. Bourke. (Lincoln,
Univ. of Nebraska Press, 1971. 491 p. A Bison Paperback).
Reviewer: RoNALD L. LIMBAUGH, College of the Pacific, UOP.
In 1891 Captain Bourke of the Third Cavalry, U.S. Army, published a 200,000 word account of his observations while aide-decamp to General George Crook during the Apache and Sioux
campaigns from 1871 to 1883. The original edition is now a collector's item, but thanks to the offset revolution the publishers
have made available this inexpensive facsimilie reprint. As armchair adventure it is perhaps tame to modern taste, but as historical source material on 19th century Federal-Indian relations
and on general life and times in the Far Wast it has inestimable
value. Unfortunately serious scholars will find the reprint difficult
to use, for it lacks a modern introduction, explanatory footnotes,
or index. To cut costs even the original table of contents, which
contained extensive sub-headings, was eliminated - although the
sub-headings appear at the top of each page in the text and at the
beginning of each chapter. The result is a rich mine of information which has to be sifted page by page. Methodical investigation
of this sort will frustrate the topical rapid-reader, but the pains of
the diligent scholar will be rewarded, for this is a spell-binding
monologue, rich in detail. Bourke was an experienced narrator with
six books and numerous articles to his credit. He was also a pioneer ethnologist and a delightful if somewhat verbose raconteur.
With a range of interests from anthropology to zoology, he provided detailed descriptions of everything from the stormy career
of a Tombstone gunfighter to the bucolic pleasures of a Wyoming
fishing trip. Indeed, the topical diversions are so frequent and extensive that Crook himself is hardly mentioned before page 108,
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and his campaigns appear as incidental vignettes in a broad
western panorama.
Of primary interest today is the book's perspective on the "Indian problem" as it came to be known in late 19th century. Like
most romantic Indian reformers of his day, Bourke admired the
simple virtues of the "noble savage" but offered no alternative to
white conquest. Convinced that the Indian was doomed unless
he was forcibly "civilized," Bourke supported the reservation policy
but condemned the ruthless whites who preyed on Indian lives and
property. White atrocities occurred with appalling regularity, especially in the Southwest, where settlers nailed scalps to Tucson
walls for display and invited Apaches to feasts "seasoned with the
exhilarating strychnine." Although assigned to fight Indians, the
Army ironically often came to their rescue in the Southwest. Confinement under military supervision actually saved many from virtual extermination at the hands of the rapacious whites.
By the 1880's General Crook and other military and political
leaders were beginning to realize that conquest and incarceration
compounded rather than ended Indian problems. Life without
opportunity or hope on an isolated reservation was scarcely a
better fate than death itself. Crook's solution was to make the
Indian self-supporting, but neither Crook nor any other enlightened observer of the day was willing to concede what modern
Indians consider a sine qua non : the right of self-determination
and the opportunity to achieve it.

CHARLES F. LUMMIS: CHUSADER IN CORDUHOY, By Dudley Gordon. (Published by Cultural Assets Press, with the cooperation of the Southwest Museum, the Historical Society of
Southern California, and the Lummis Memorial Association,
1972, xix 344 pp. Illustrations and index. $12.50)
Reviewer DELMAR M. McCoMB, History Teacher, San Joaquin
Delta College.
In recent years scholars and the general public have become
increasingly interested in Charles F. Lummis. The Lummis ~Iem 
orial Association was form ed in the 1940's, his home has been
made a State Monument and presently there is talk of naming a
library in Los Angeles for him. Several college theses have been
written about Lummis and his work, a book has been written
about his accomplishments as a Southwestern Editor, and he is
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considered an outstanding historical figure . Surprisingly, until now,
this colorful character has not been the subject of a biography.
The word "character" is used advisedly. A classmate and acquaintance of Theodore Roosevelt at Harvard, Charles Lummis
was summoned to Washington to advise the President on irrigation, conservation, and Indian affairs. Into the National Capitol
of top hats and morning coats appeared Lummis· in tan Stetson
hat with rattlesnake band, an emerald green corduroy suit, soft
white shirt, red sash, and abundant Indian jewelry. Such costume
mirrored the self-confident, free spirit of the man.
Advising the President was only one contribution of the native
New Englander, adopted Californian. In 1884, Lummis, as a
journalistic stunt, . walked from Cincinnati to Los Angeles. His adventures and observations affected his life ever after. From the
journey came books and articles on the region, on specific sites,
Indian practices, Spanish-American life style, area folklore and
song, and on seeing America first.
Lummis' contribution to the cultural heritage of California and
the Southwest included his founding the Southwest Society of the
American Institute of Archaeology, the Southwest Museum (the
first scientific institution west of the Mississippi), the Sequoya
League whose goal was for the betterment of the Indian, and the
Landmarks Club which helped preserve the California Missions,
the historic Plaza of Los Angeles, and several hundred historic
street and post office names. He also fought to save the redwood
trees, Olvera Street, the Camino Real, and to attain Sainthood for
Father Serra.
When not directly crusading for the cutural betterment of California or the Southwest, Lummis took turns being city editor of
the Los Angeles Times, editor of Land of Sunshine-Out West regional magazine, Librarian, Los Angeles Public Library, author
and poet. He assisted the careers of Frank Norris, Jack London,
Mary Austin, Maynard Dixon, Ed Borein and Gutzon Borglum.
Among his friends were John Muir, Ina Coolbrith, Joaquin Miller,
Edwin Markham, William Keith, Benjamin Ide Wheeler, David
Starr Jordan and Mrs. Phoebe Hearst. While "resting" during his
18-20 hour days, he built, with his own hands, the 13 room
granite bouldered residence which now houses the Southern California Historical Society.
The reader gets caught up in the dynamic personality and
character of Lummis and author Dudley Gordon's zeal as hero
worshipper. Professor Gordon's thirty years of research on his subject has produced an uncritical evaluation of a very complex in-
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dividual. Objective and definitive the book is not. Though
unnecessarily wordy and repetitious, the book does offer a well
documented look at a man whose contributions are still felt today.
THE ROCKS BEGIN TO SPEAK, by LaVan Martineau. (KC Publications, Las Vegas, Nevada. 1973. Illustrated with photographs
and line drawings; eleven charts. 210 pp. including bibliography
and index. $8.95.)
Reviewer: ALLEN C. \VrLcox, Artist in Residence, Callison College, UOP.
Despite the fact that early explorers to the New World found
several systems of writing being used by the Indians of the North,
Central and South Americas, very rarely were the written artifacts
regarded as valuable historical records. Quite the contrary, the
deliberate burning of the huge libraries of the Mayan Indians by
missionaries who declared these writings to be "works of the devil''
is just one example which demonstrates the European conqueror's
attitude. Fortunately, much of the writing was chisled in stone
and did not lend itself so readily to destruction.
Petroglyphs and pictographs, stone carvings and paintings, or
what the author prefers to call rock writing, are the topic of the
book. No doubt any reader who lives in the Western United States
has had many opportunities to view them. The Hopi claim to have
made them as a record of their pilgrimage to the four directions
when they first set foot on these shores. Other Indian tribes claim
them as theirs. What is sad is that no one is left today who can
read them.
Martineau has gone to the scholars of the 18th and 19th centuries who observed and recorded native culture as it was dying
under the onslaught of the white man's culture for symbols and
pictography which were used on materials such as trees, bark,
hides, and stones. Inevitably, Indian sign language was an important subject to be noted since it was the common method of communication between tribes who did not speak the same language.
It was Mallery in the late 19th century who developed the relationship between sign language and rock writing. Many of the
dynamics are the same and concepts are expressed by strikingly
similar signs or symbols. But this was not sufficient to break the
biggest puzzle of all, the constantly re-occuring theme of .the
horned quadruped resembling the j'dountain Sheep.
What the author's real contribution has been after years of re-
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search and recording and visiting many of the sites, is his use of
the tool of cryptanalysis for symbol deciphering. He first determined whether or not an actual animal was being depicted or a symbolic one. The latter, through cryptanalysis, he determined was
really indicating direction or movement in that direction. These
animals probably symbolize humans since lateral movement of humans is a difficult thing to convincingly chip in stone. Next we
have the problem of the "horns" and if shown with two that do
not curl back on the neck or are open ended, we can determine
its meaning from sign language that "nothing is there" or "no
blockage." This is a vastly simplified example of the method Martineau uses and it must be studied carefully. Part of the difficulty
is that there are so many subtle variations in a particular symbol
with corresponding changes in meaning, and, added to this, the
need to read the symbol in relation to all the other symbols used
in conjunction with if Each rock writing seems to have its own
inherent rules for reading and, if this were not enough to discourage a person trained in discursive logic, rock writing must also
be understood in its natural environment for many of the symbols
are indicators of something in the area. Some of the natural cracks
and erosion marks are incorporated into the meaning.
The writer has carefully selected from thousands of panels only
those in which historical, gem·graphic, and/ or cultural evidence
can also be shown to the reader so that he need not rely on
cryptanalytical evidence alone.

If a story requires several pages of telling, the drawing is reproduced again so one need not flip back and forth to follow
the narrative. This book was not an easy one to read. Often I became exasperated by the author's bold sweeping conclusions and
especially by his assertive claims of a world-wide rock writing
system, pre-dating phonetic systems. As provocative as these
thoughts are, I would prefer he would treat this theme in a separate volume, giving it the research it needs rather than skimming
over the whole world in one chapter. But, much to his credit, I
now have than an aesthetic appreciation for Indian rock writing
which I started with. In fact, having gone over some of my own
photographs of rock writing at Vantage, along the Columbia River,
I b elieve I'm beginning to get the story.
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TO PEKING AND BEYOND: A REPORT ON THE NEW ASIA,
by Harrison E. Salisbury. (New York, Quadrangle, The New
York Times Book Co., cl973. 308 p., illus.)
Reviewer : CoRTLANDT SMITH, Callison College, University of the
Pacific.
Harrison Salisbury, an editor of the New York Times, has made
a colorful and gracefully written contribution to the continuing reeducation of America concerning the People's Republic of China
!<lnd parts of the rest of Asia. There is not a great deal that is new
here to those knowledgeable about the Asian mainland : yes, the
Chinese are extraordinarily puritanical, yes, there is much idealism
and hard work and few luxuries, yes, acupuncture certainly is interesting. Yet his many years as a journalist stand him in good
stead. He is a sensitive and sympathetic observer with experience
in nearly every communist state from which to draw interesting
parallels and comparisons. Not many could tell you about the differences between touring a factory in the Soviet Union (a most
pre-rehearsed charade) and in China ( a rather spontaneous and
relaxed affair) or North Korea (a tense and completely structured
experience with hardly a worker to be seen). This kind of extensive personal background is invaluable.
The quite unique aspect of this report, however, is less the account of China which makes up the bulk of the book, but the repmt of a short visit to the Democratic People's Republic of Korea.
He was the first American newsman to visit that most closed society since at least 1945 and his observations are fascinating,
including a report of his conservation with Marshal Kim II Sung.
This is a country which has made enormous economic sh·ides since
its devastation in the early fifties. Implacable in its hatred of the
United States, it is a nation we are only beginning to learn about.
Salisbury's account of his·visit there is worth the purchase price.
But this tour through parts of Asia tells us something about the
author, and about America, as well. For Salisbury, in spite of his
position in journalism, seems remarkably naive and unprepared
for what he finds in China, and this leads him to over-emphasize
the role played by the relatively recent Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution. China has long been in the process of remarkable
social change, and such knowledge has been available for years
from Canadians, Australians, Europeans and even from a lone
American, the late Edgar Snow, whose book, The Other Side of
the River failed to make much impact on his fellow nationals in
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the early 60's. If China has been closed in the past, America has
been closed-minded. And that kind of self-imposed ignorance,
which To Peking and Beyond does something to alleviate, is a
most dangerous and inexcusable phenomenon in a society which
prines itself on its "openness." There is much to be learned from
this and similar accounts of life in a society so radically different
from our own.

Notes from the Book Editor
BACK TO THE TOP OF THE WORLD, a novel by Hans Ruesch.
(New York, Charles Scribner, cl973, 202 p., $6.95.)
Hans Ruesch has accomplished the almost impossible task of
writing a sequel to TOP OF THE WORLD which is its equal in
every way. The fascinated reader can scarcely bear to put down
this convincing portrayal of the incredible life of the Polar Eskimo
until he has finished it, and even then he will find himself going
back to reread parts too hurriedly scanned in his eagerness to find
what happened next.
It is with dismay that one reads in the July SCIENCE DIGEST
that these people, their lives already greatly changed from their
past heritage, are fast becoming what we may truly call an endangered species.
CHINA AND AMERICA: A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF INTERACTIONS, FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC, compiled by James M.
McCutcheon. (Honolulu, The University of Hawaii, cl972, x.,
75 p.)
The first issue of a new EAST-WEST BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERIES, this is an unannotated and highly selective list of secondary
sources in English published through the spring of 1971, including books, periodical articles, many unpublished theses, and a few
government documents. After a three-page bibliography of bibliographies the main text is divided into eleven subject areas dealing with the Chinese influence on American life and the life of
the Chinese in America. The compiler states that the bibliography
was designed to help students select research topics; librarians
will find it very useful for this purpose and for quick reference.
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THE DAWES ACT AND THE ALLOTMENT OF INDIAN
LANDS, by D. S. Otis. Edited and with an introduction by
Francis Paul Prucha. (Norman, University of Oklahoma Press,
cl973 xvii, 206 p., port., $6.95.)
This volume, no. 123 of the CIVILIZATION OF THE INDIAN
SERIES, is technically a reprint, but it is in a very real sense the
first widely available publication of the text. In the early 1930's D.
S. Otis was commissioned by the Bureau of Indian Affairs to
write a history of the allotment of Indian lands under the
Dawes Act of 1887. The study he produced, "History of the Allotment Policy," not only traced the background of the Act but
also, by extending the research up to 1900, showed the disastrous
consequences of the legislation upon Indian society and culture.
Printed in the Hearings of the 73rd Congress in 1934, this important study of how good intentions caused irreparable harm has
been largely unknown and little consulted. Dr. Prucha has, with
the author's approval, made minor corrections, revised the format,
and provided an introduction and index.
ROBERT BLAKE, GENERAL-AT-SEA, by J. R. Powell. (New
York, Crane, Russak & Company, Inc., cl972, 352 p., illus., ports.,
$12.75.)
War buffs and naval historians will enjoy this interesting and exhaustively researched life of .Robert Blake, the neglected master
commander who led the British fleet to victory after victory, culminating his career in the destruction of the Spanish treasure fleet
at Teneriffe. Personally modest and ambitious only for his counrty, he was beloved by his men and honored by his contemporaries; he was buried in Westminster Abbey with a plaque which
read "one who desired no greater worldly happiness than to be
accounted honest and faithful in his employment."
WILDERNESS AND THE AMERICAN MIND, by Roderick
Nash. (Revised edition, New Haven and London, Yale University Press, cl973. 390 p . Paper, $2.95.)
Roderick Nash has expanded his masterly 1967 study of the
wilderness mystique and the ambivalent American attitude toward the wilderness by the addition of a new preface, two new
chapters and a new epilogue. ln the preface he considers recent
psychological and anthropological observations on man's prehis-
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toric past as a factor in producing this ambivalence, while the new
chapters cover the battles to save Grand Canyon and Echo Park
from dams and discuss the appeal of "ecology" and the "paradise"
aspects of nature to the counter-culture. The epilogue is a sober
look at the results of successful wilderness legislation and the attendant publicity - pressure on wilderness areas so intense that
only if access is strictly controlled and limited can they be preserved for - and from - their admirers. The last page of the June
1973 SUNSET announces that such a limit is being planned for
several areas in California, so that by the publication date of this
book the limits will probably be in effect.
RIGHT FROM THE START: A CHRONICLE OF THE McGOVERN CAMPAIGN, by Gary Warren Hart. (New York, Quadrangle, The New York Times Book Company, cl973. 334 p.
ill us. $7.95.)
This is the detailed inside story of the incredible and unparalleled
grass-roots campaign waged by an almost unknown senator as
told by his campaign manager. Two-thirds of the text details the
long and arduous road which ended with McGovern's nomination
to the presidency; the last third chronicles the Eagleton debacle,
the discovery of sabotage, financial difficulties, the stress of
campaigning, and the final crushing defeat. Hart clearly believes
that, in spite of a few errors of judgement, McGovern was correct
in his assessment of the political situation, and the final sentence
of the book repeats the candidate's own statement that "American
politics will never be the same again."
HISTORY AND AMERICAN SOCIETY: essays of David M.
Potter, edited by Don E. Fehrenbacher. (New York, Oxford
University Press, 1973, 422 p. $10.00.)
America lost one of its most perceptive historians and most
fluent writers when an untimely death claimed David Potter. This
collection of 16 essays, five of which are published for the first
time, have been edited by one of his colleagues, Don Fehrenbacher.
As Dr. Fehrenbacher points out in his Preface, these essays fall
into two groups - the first on history and historical research as a
a discipline, and the second on the study of American society.
In the earlier essays Dr. Potter examines the problems of descriptive versus analytical historical writing and the cultural presuppositions of the historian himself. He examines the main tenets of sev-
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eral of the most influential historians of the last half century and
shows how their views, colored by their social and cultural
milieu, are not completely satisfactory for today.
The essays on American society examine the development of
national and individual character, pointing out that research in
these areas had been predominatly an examination of male
characteristics, with little consideration given to the often far
different effect that such factors as the frontier and later urbanization had upon the American woman. The concluding essays
develop the thought that individualism, prized as an American virtue, has, in today's technological society, nurtured the seeds of
alienation and fostered the rejection of concepts which have enabled government by consent to endure. It is indeed regrettable
that Dr. Potter did not live to elaborate further on this theme to
which much of his last writing was devoted, but we are fortunate
that Dr. Fehrenbacher was able to include with this collection
material which would, under different circumstances, have formed
part of a separate work.
DON FRANCISCO DE PAULA MARIN : a Biography by Ross
H. Gast, the Letters and Journal edited by Agnes C. Conrad.
(Honolulu, The University of Hawaii Press for the Hawaiian
Historical Society, cl973. 344 p., illus., ports., diagrs., $8.50.)

THE DIARIES OF WALTER MURRAY GIBSON, 1886, 1887,
edited with introduction and notes by Jacob Adler and Gwynn
Barrett. (Honolulu, The University of Hawaii, 1973. 199 p.,
illus., ports., facsims., $10.00.)
It is an interesting coincidence that these two diaries should be
published for the first time in the same year. Completely different
in manner and subject, they reflect the opening and closing years
of the Hawaiian monarchy as a viable political entity. Marin was
for many years the faithful retainer of Kamehameha I, the first
native chieftian to control the entire Hawaiian Islands. After the
death of this king in 1819, Marin devoted most of his time to his
own interests and to botanical pursuits (he is justly famed for
the many plants he introduced to the islands, and his gardens
were widely admired) but he continued to act as interpreter and
go-between for the court and various commercial and religious
interests - a thankless position which often left him out of
favor with both. His lost Journal, which gave much valuable detail
for the years 1809-1826, is known only through a partial transla-
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tion made by his friend Robert Crichton ·wyllie. Shortly after
Wyllies death this translation also vanished. It was however, known
that papers from his house were sold to Walter Murray Gibson,
and in 1885 the Wyllie copy was sold by a member of the Gibson
family to a descendant of Marin.
In this odd manner Marin's Journal was saved by one of the
most controversial personalities of Hawaii's history, a man whose
own diaries, much less uninhibited and informative, were largely
destroyed by his own granddaughter. The two surviving (of six)
account for the last two years of his life, beginning while he was
still the powerful and trusted mentor of King Kalakua, and ending
shortly before his death in San Francisco six months after their
failure to form a Pacific Empire had cost the king his power and
brought Gibson disgrace and virtual banishment. It is difficult to
judge Gibson clearly - he would seem to have been a romantic
opportunist, but whether he was more or less self-seeking than
the merchants and missionaries who opposed him is open to
question. Had all his diaries been preserved we might have had
a better understanding of this complex man, who was either
adored or despised, who dreamed of an Empire but was responsible for the establishment of a lepers' hospital at Kakaako, who
came to Hawaii as a Mormon convert to direct a Mormon settlement but died a Catholic and was buried with full Church rites.
These journals, edited with careful research and copious notes,
help give very human flesh to the story of the Hawaiian Islands
from their discovery by Cook to the end of the monarchy - a
bloody and violent history of intrigue and special interests which
is far from the idyllic saga their dreamy charm and musical language would lead one to expect.
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Margaret Van Alstyne

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES
MARGARET VAN ALSTYNE,
FORMER BOOK-EDITOR
Margaret Ware Van Alstyne, retiring Book Editor of the Pacific Historian,
was born in San Francisco August 30, 1905. Her father was Allyson Ware, a
native of Santa Rosa, and her mother was Maud Boyne Ware of Sacramento.
Her grandfather and two of her uncles, one of whom later became a superior
court judge, formed a prominent law firm in Santa Rosa serving such clients
as the Fountain Grove Colony and Luther Burbank.
Her father was President of Chico Normal School from 1911 to 1917,
resigning to serve as a volunteer infantry officer in World War I. In 1919
he resumed residence in Chico and engaged in the practice of law with his
brother Philip until his death in 1958. Margaret's brother, Allison, overcame
disabilities suffered as an officer in World War II sufficiently to accept an
appointment as Superior Court judge of Butte County.
After graduation from Chico State College in 1923, Margaret attended
Stanford University where she received the Bachelor's Degree in English
magna cum laude in 1924, having been elected to Phi Beta Kappa in her
senior year. She completed requirements for the Master's degree at Stanford
in 1928 and returned to Chico as a High School teacher of English.
While vbiting her brother, Phil, at Mount Shasta summer session of Chico
State College in 1929 she attended a class with her brother - a history class
taught by Richard W. Van Alstyne whom she met and married.
They lived in Chico until 1945 where Dr. Van Alstyne was professor of
history at Chico State College. That year her husband accepted an appointment to the history faculty of the University of Southern California where
he served until 1965, engaging in research at the Huntington Library
until 1967.
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He was chosen Distinguished Professor of History of Callison College in
1967, the founding year of Callison. They moved to Stockton and have
since been active in Callison's academic and extra-curricular life, Dr. Van
Alstyne having recently completed his seventh book in the field of American
International History.
From Chico days !'drs. Van Alstyne has been active in various chapters
of the P.E.O. Sisterhood, and in the National League of American Pen \Yo men, serving for two years as president of the Stockton Branch. In Los
Angeles she served as curator of the literature and poetry department of the
Ebell Club. At U.S .C. she participated actively in the Faculty Wives Club
and in Stockton she enjoys her membership in Dames and in A.A.U.W.

Mr. and Mrs. Alyson \Vare
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Dr. and Mrs. Richard Van Alstyne with the piano they gave to
Callison Lodge.
The Van Alstynes have two sons: Richard Ware, a farmer in the Sacramento Valley, and William vVarner, a protessor of constitutional law at
Duke University. Two of their five grandchildren reside in California and
three in North Carolina.
Giving to Callison scholarships, Planned Parenthood and various conservative societies has been their pleasure.
Mrs. Van Alstyne enjoys speaking to various groups on a variety of subjects in Stockton ·as in Los Angeles. She is a writer of light verse and has
given and received joy in reading it aloud.
As Book Review Editor of the Pacific Historian for the years 1970 to
midsummer of 1973, she has evidenced her own talent to perceive and to
communicate the works of western writers and has obtained the services of
many able reviewers to assist her in making the Pacific Historian Book Review Section generally recognized as one of the best by discriminating readers.
Although a world traveller, she is first of all a Westerner, a second generation Californian. The saga of the American West is imprinted in her
mind and heart.
The editor expresses gratitude to Mrs. Van Alstyne for her devoted volunteer service to The Pacific Historian.
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FOOD OF THE INDIANSACORN BREAD
JANET

GooDRUM

Indian women have their preferences concerning acorns and all
of them will not agree, but the general consensus of opinion is
that the black oak acorns are considered the best tasting; the tan
oak and the live oak are good; the valley oak is not popular and
the white oak tastes dusty.
Green acorns taste good if roasted before they are ripe or dry.
In Maidu country if some emergency should cause one to use green
acorns they must be used right away or bugs would appear and
mold will set in. Most women agree one should never pick green
acorns for cooking. Some Indian people pile acorns in a creek and
let them soak for days and then eat them raw.
Small baskets are used for serving acorn food. Mussel shells
or other shells make good spoons or a spoon can be made of bone
or wood. Sometimes the Maidu's would use a deer tail skelton for
a dipper and suck the food from their fingers depending on the
thickness of the acorn porridge. The knife is the first implement
to be developed by man. Fragments of chipped stone or flint make
the sharp edge of the knife. A pronged stick or an arrow has
evolved into a two pronged implement called a fork to be used
mostly for cooking. Originally spoons, forks, and knives were made
to be used only in food preparation.
In the 16th century, European people who used forks at the
table were ridiculed. Everyone ate with his fingers. Not until the
end of the 18th century were table implements considered a necessity in most people's homes.
ACORN BREAD . . . .
. Ham-sim-mahate"'
To bake acorn bread wrap acorn dough in leaves and bake on the
ashes all night. Use any type of leaf, oak leaves, maple leaves, a
long furrie leaf like leaves of corn, or any other large leaved plant
found growing by the creeks. Acorn bread when done has a wonderful delicate nutty taste. These acorn recipes were given by
Mrs. Marie Potts. The demonstration of making acorn bread was
done by Mrs. Lizzie Enos.
"'Maidu
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ACORN BISCUITS
Boil dough to a thick consistency. Take a small dipper and dip out
dough about the size of a ping pong ball and drop in cold spring
water. The dough forms a biscuit and becomes solid, like fudge
when dropped in cold water. Leave the biscuits in water till ready
to eat. They taste like nut bread.
ACORN MUSH . . . . . . . . . . Ham-sim-homa"'
Mix properly prepared dough and add water to make a thick consistency. Add hot rocks and stir vigorously while stones are very
hot. Cook till stones cool. Add branches of cedar while cooking
for flavoring.
ACORN SOUP . . . . . . . . . . Hamse-Homa"'
Cook properly prepared dough in cooking basket and add more
water than to mush. Sometimes large kernals of acorn are added if
so desired and add cedar branches. Add hot rocks and stir vigorously to prevent scorching of the basket when stones are very hot.
Cook till stones cool.
"'Maidu
'TOASTED ACORNS . . . . . .. . . . Hamse"'
Use a shallow try woven like a winnowing pan, spread small sweet
acorn on tray, and add live coals. Shake and toss acorns into the
air to prevent scorching of the tray and continue the process till
acorns are properly roasted. Remove ashes by blowing. All types
of seeds, portulacae, white salvia, sweet fennel, wild oats, and
wild buckwheat are toa~ted in the same way.
"'Maidu
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Acorn dough ready to be wrapped with leaves to bake into bread.

Wrapped loaf ready to be put down in the ashes to bake all night.
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Removing loaf from the ashes.

Bread is ready to unwrap and eat.
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An early American psychologist said that
«there is very little difference betu;een one man
and another, but what little there is, is very important." ]edediah Smith teas different from
most men of his time and his occupation because of the questions tehich he asked of life.·
He teas concerned not only about the empty
spaces on the map but about the area of the ·unknoten all around man. He put the basic questions about the nature and quality and meaning
of life itself. He teas concerned about "futurity,"
about the slippery quality of «Time," about the
gulf tehich separates the things of time from the
things that are timeless.
The experience of his life might teell have encouraged a man to speculate upon the relative
conditions of the quic~ and the dead. From the
day he entered the mountains at the age of 23
until he teas killed nine years later, he had been
almost constantly in danger of violent death.
During that decade most of the men tdw had
entered the mountains with him had "gone
under" as the mountain men said. But it is not
the experiences of a man tehich shapes his life,
but the use tehich he makes of those
experiences.
From
The Questions Jedediah Smith Asked
BY GLENN PRICE
THE pACIFIC HISTORIAN

February 1959
Volume III
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